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Introduction 
 
 
The goal of the presented bachelor thesis is to create a review of the currently used methods 

for evaluation of fatigue in pilots in regard to subdivision of those methods into objective and 
subjective type.  

With an airline industry being one of the most rapidly growing ones and the number of daily 

operations steadily increasing over the years the problem of pilot fatigue is becoming a 

pressing issue, as numerous statistics, reports from pilots and operational flight studies reveal. 

Despite pilot fatigue factor being a crucial component of an aviation safety, fatigue is often not 

being detected or reported in time, which may undoubtedly lead to catastrophic causalities.  

Due to the nature of the human being and the pilots’ profession being generally associated 

with considerable workload, as long duty hours, sleep deprivation and the disruption of 

circadian rhythm, it is not possible, at least nowadays, to entirely avoid the presence of fatigue 

in aviators. However, a possible solution might be an invention of more advanced methods for 

fatigue prevention and timely detection and subsequently their correct implementation into 

practice.  

Among the most commonly used methods for fatigue evaluation belong Karolinska Sleepiness 

Scale (KSS), Samn-Perelly Scale (SP), NASA Task Load Index (NTLx), various Psychomotor 

Vigilance Tasks (PVT) and measurement of physiological signals. In some studies, multiple 

methods are used in combination to produce a mixed method technique or questionnaire for 

fatigue detection and qualification in order to achieve the highest level of accuracy.   

Though this study does not comprehensively examine all existing methods for evaluation of 

fatigue in pilots, it provides a detailed insight into commonly used methods, aiming to measure 

their effectiveness and to outline the most reliable techniques for fatigue assessment. 

The study has been conducted as a systematic recherché with commentaries provided with 

an ultimate goal of the research to perform a meta-analysis of chosen articles and to 

summarize the results or experiments they present. The articles used in this study have been 

obtained from the electronic databases SCOPUS and Google Scholar. Chapter 1 discusses 

the choice of meta-analysis and the algorithm of collecting articles for this study. Chapters 2 

and 3 review the chosen articles and outline their significant results, for subjective and 

objective fatigue assessment tools, respectively. A statistical analysis across groups of studies 

and cross-studies is performed in Chapter 4. Finally, a conclusion is drawn on a basis of the 

analysis and recommendations are given. 
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Chapter 1  

Meta-analysis 
 
 
1.1 Meta-analysis 

 
 

Meta-analysis is an acknowledged type of a statistical analysis, a method implying a systematic 
collection of qualitative data from multiple studies created in the past to identify their common 

grounds. In doing so meta-analysis essentially uses a quantitative effect, as results, being 

consistent across studies, have a greater power statistically than each study result taking 

separately out of a context.  

Undoubtedly, conclusions about the validity of the hypothesis in the modern-day study cannot 

be based on a single study, as presented results might me misleading or insignificant. On the 

other hand, while looking into multiple studies, one might notice the extreme heterogeneity of 

the results or results being inconsistent, varying from study to study. The key advantage of 

meta-analysis is that it overcomes this issue by allowing to pool information from unlimited 

amount of studies dedicated to the same area of research and then evaluate the evidence in 

results of included studies to draw a statistically significant conclusion. Additionally, very often 

studies are conducted with a limited number of participants without any diversity, making the 

achieved result not significant enough, meta-analysis overcomes this issue by looking at 

summarized results collected from many more subjects across the studies. 

One of the benefits of the meta-analysis is that it helps to see the overall picture of a studied 

topic more visually and identify questions left without answers or problematic areas that might 

require further work. In case of continuing inconsistency of the results the method also might 

point out reasons for abnormality. Moreover, the meta-analysis is beneficial in outlining 

common points and crisscrossing areas in investigated studies, correlations and effects of 

studied subjects on each other. The most common or with the highest importance subjects or 

methods could be also be outlined from the whole pool by means of the meta-analysis. 

Meta-analysis has been wildly used for researches in different fields starting from the beginning 

of the 20th century. Nevertheless, the most common example of a meta-analysis application in 

the modern world is probably its usage by pharmaceutical companies, when it is necessary to 

present statistically proven results of a research in order for a newly created product to be 

approved to be introduced to the general public. 
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As for the choice of the meta-analysis for this particular study on methods for evaluation fatigue 

in pilots, it is due to its ability to collect information on various fatigue methods being examined 

in previously conducted studies by authors that naturally achieved various results not only in 

terms of results’ inconsistency from study to study, but also in regards to different fatigue 

assessment tools used in each experiment. In present times already a huge amount of means 

for fatigue evaluation have been created and proposed, both from subjective and objective 

spectrum, and thus a high heterogeneity might be already expected among the results of 

studies that will be analyzed further in this thesis. 

 
1.2 Selection of articles 
 
 
The main criteria for the selection of articles to be used in the meta-analysis were their 

availability, quality, accessibility of the content and the primary focus on measurement of 

fatigue among pilots. For the purpose of the analysis were chosen studies that described an 

experiment performed on a test group that required a fatigue assessment by either an objective 

or a subjective method.  

Studies were obtained from electronic databases SCOPUS and Google Scolar. For the sake 

of filtering the articles in those databases to outline ones connected to fatigue a search query 

“pilot fatigue” was used. However, a further adjustment for the query changing it into “pilot 

fatigue, aviation” was necessary, as the original pool of results contained too many articles 

from fields not related to aviation where fatigue was examined. A total number of articles for 

the 1st step of analysis was 694. Later 8 duplicating articles were removed. In the next phase 

articles were selected from the pool of results judging primarily on their abstract, this way 547 

articles were deemed not to be according to the requirements of this thesis for further meta-

analysis or their field of investigation was not aviation. Additionally, articles without full text or 

text in a foreign language were removed. During closer analysis and studying of the text of the 

remaining 139 articles, 96 articles had to be excluded due to various reasons. Despite the best 

effort to filter out non-aviation related articles, some 13 more articles were not focused primarily 

on pilots or just mentioned a possibility of the method reviewed to be applied to pilot’s fatigue. 

Multiple articles turned out to be reviews, conference papers or reports, with no actual 

experiment being set, and thus with no results to evaluate. Quite a significant number of articles 
were dedicated to development and testing of a fatigue risk management system (FRMS) or 

evaluation of effectiveness of an automatic fatigue recognition system, such articles we also 

not included into the meta-analysis. Finally, the bigger part of articles being removed on the 

last step while having a full-text accessible were ones that did not reach any significant results, 
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were in some way reduced or were redirecting to other articles for some parts of research or 

results.  

Even though the majority of articles without a clear presentation of results in terms of precise 

measured values, and thus not applicable to statistical analysis, were excluded, some still 

remained in the study either in order for this paper to be more inclusive discussing fatigue 

evaluation tools, due to some methods being represented by just few studies or due to the 

character of those studies and the conclusions drawn in them. 

The final number of studies used in meta-analysis is 43. A flow diagram of the article selection 

process done for meta-analysis in this paper is presented below in figure 1.  

 

 

Figure	1:	Flow	diagram	of	studies	selection	for	the	meta-analysis	of	the	methods	for	evaluation	of	fatigue	in	pilots	
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Chapter 2 

Subjective methods for evaluation of fatigue in pilots 
 
Subjective are the tools for fatigue evaluation that are based on pilot’s personal judgement, 

feelings and interpretations. They are often influenced by emotions and are not based on facts. 

Measurements from this group are often presented in a form of questionnaire, checklist or 

scale and are frequently intended for self-administration. Although not being supported by 

measurable facts, the subjective fatigue assessment tools are important for understanding 

pilot’s mental perception of fatigue. In this chapter the following subjective fatigue assessment 

methods will be discussed: KSS, Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS), Epworth Sleepiness Scale 

(ESS), Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS), Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE),	Global Vigor 

Scale (GVS), SP, Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and NTLx. 

2.1 Karolinska Sleepiness scale (KSS) 

The following part of the text is dedicated to studies where KSS was used as a method for 

evaluation of fatigue in pilots during an experiment session. KSS is one of the most often used 

in aviation methods for assessing levels of sleepiness in pilots. KSS is a 9-point scale on which 

a subject is asked to choose a level of sleepiness that describes subject’s mental and cognitive 

state in the last 10 minutes best. Points are from 1 - extremely alert to 9 - extremely sleepy, 

fighting sleep. 

Information presented in the reviewed articles is included in table 2.1. Each article chosen 

describes clearly a methodology of an experiment, achieved results and their interpretation 

and analysis. 

 
Table 2.1: Meta-analysis of studies examining Karolinska Sleepiness Scale method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2012  Sleepiness and sleep on 
ULR flights were 
assessed. Sleepiness was 
self-rated by KSS for each 
flight on every sleep 
opportunity, pre-flight, at 
TOC, before the start and 
at the end of each 
operating period, at TOD 
and post-flight.  

44 Operating and relief crews were 
equally sleepy (1) on the 
outbound flight. Sleepiness 
elevated at TOD (2) and post-
flight (3) when compared to pre-
flight sleepiness (4). Pre-sleep 
sleepiness on return flight was 
higher (5) than during the 
outbound flight, post-sleep 
sleepiness was equal (6). The 
relief crew were sleepier than the 
operating crew at TOC (7) and 
TOD (8) on return flight. 
Sleepiness was reduced on 

Wilcoxon signed rank/ t-test 
(1) KSS < 5; P > .05 
(2) KSS = 3.6 ± 1.3; P < .01 
(3) KSS = 5.9 ± 1.4; P < .0001 
(4) KSS = 2.9 ± 0.7 
(5) KSS = 6.5 ± 1.1; Z = −4.1; 
P < .001 
(6) KSS = 4.3 ± 1.5; P > .05 
(7) KSS = 4.8 ± 1.8 and 3.4 ± 
1.5; Z = −2.8; P = .005 
(8) KSS = 4.2 ± 1.8 and 3.2 ± 
1.2; Z = −2.05; P = .04 
(9) KSS = 5.2 ± 1.4 (pre-
sleep); KSS = 3.4 ± 1.1 (post-
sleep); Z = −4.3; P < .001 
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outbound (9) and inbound (10) 
flights after sleeping. Post-sleep 
sleepiness (11) remained stable 
across the layover and recovery 
days. 

(10) Z = 6.6; P < .001 
(11) KSS = 4.0 ± 1.5 

2015  Sleepiness of a crew was 
monitored on ULR flight.  
Sleepiness was rated pre-
flight, at TOC, at TOD, and 
after landing and during 
flight leg (outbound and 
inbound). 

55 A great change in sleepiness 
throughout the flight (1) was 
noticed. Higher sleepiness rating 
was measured on the inbound 
flight compared to the outbound 
flight (2). Pilots were sleepier at 
TOD with growing number of 
hours awake (3). If compared to 
baseline, crew members were 
equally sleepy while waking up on 
any of the post-flight days (4). 

ANOVA 
(1) F3, 311 = 94.40; P < .001 
(2) F1, 313 = 14.32; P < .001  
(3) F1,75 = 5.06;     P = .03 
(4) F5, 237 = 0.57;   P =.72 
  

2014  Sleepiness was measured 
by KSS pre-flight and at 
TOD as a part of many 
SPIs measurement on LR 
and ULR flights in order to 
assess its accuracy in 
hopes of using KSS in 
FRMS.  

133 Pre-flight sleepiness (1) and TOD 
sleepiness (2) were compared 
among flights. The proportion of 
crew members rating 7 on the 
KSS showed no significant:  
difference for pre-flight sleepiness 
(3) or TOD sleepiness (4). 

ANOVA 
(1) P = .039  
(2) P = .255  
The Chi-squared statistic 
(3) P = .372;  
(4) P = .096;  

2014  Sleepiness was measured 
as one of fatigue 
indicators on various 
flights in order to compare 
predictions of SAFE and 
real measurements.  

 324 Predicted by SAFE overall fatigue 
values were closely correlated 
with measured subjective fatigue. 

Pearson  
(1) r = 0.85 

2014  Fatigue levels in pilots 
were compared when 
finishing a duty late or 
starting a duty early. 
Sleepiness as a fatigue 
indicator. 

 40 Sleepiness increased in the late 
evening hours with an increase of 
time awake. Sleepiness was 
higher in pilots with FDP late at 
night. 

NA  

2018  Factors influencing pilots’ 
layover sleep on out-and-
back trips as well as a 
correlation between 
layover sleep and an 
inbound pre-flight fatigue. 
Sleepiness was rated with 
KSS as one of the SPIs at 
duty start for the inbound 
flight. 

 299 KSS scores showed correlation 
with amounts of TST (1) and time 
awake of the pilot (2) and 
decreased with greater amount of 
TST. The lowest KSS score was 
for pilots starting their shift 12:00–
15:59 (3), the highest was for 
those on duty between 00:00–
03:59 (4).  

ANOVA 
(1) F = 29.15; P < .0001 
(2) F = 0.02;   P = .8981 
KSS score 
(3) KSS = 2.54 
(4) KSS = 3.07 

2016  Was investigated if 
subjective measurements 
of in-flight sleep are as 
effective as actigraphic 
measurements. For each 
outbound and inbound 
flight sleepiness was 
measured on KSS at top 
of descent. 

 298 Every 1-h increase in sleep 
duration, decreased sleepiness 
ratings (1). The sleepiest at TOD 
were the pilots taking the first 
break than those taking the 
second (2) or third break (3). 
Sleepiness was higher at TOD on 
flights arriving between 02:00–
05:59 domicile time than on 
flights arriving between 10:00–
13:59 (4), 14:00–17:59 (5), and 
22:00–01:59 (6). Similarly, higher 
sleepiness at TOD was measured 
on flights arriving between 6:00–
09:59 than on flights arriving 
between 10:00–13:59 (7), 14:00–
17:59 (8), or 22:00–01:59 (9). 

KSS points 
(1) by 0.6 points 
ANOVA 
(2) t352 = 7.31; P < .0001 
(3) t406 = 4.69; P < .0001 
(4) t462 = 4.95; P < .0001 
(5) t427 = 5.92; P < .0001 
(6) t506 = 4.48; P < .0001 
(7) t452 = 6.21; P < .0001 
(8) t470 = 6.89; P < .0001 
(9) t482 = 6.04; P < .0001 
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2016  A study took place in order 
to investigate whether 
fatigue is affected by a 
number of flight segments, 
especially landings and 
take offs. Subjective 
sleepiness was rated by 
each pilot at 
predetermined times via 
the KSS. 

 24 A major effect of condition (1) and 
a test number (2) was discovered 
on KSS. Interaction of condition 
by test number (3) was proven 
insignificant. The duration of prior 
sleep proved to be greatly 
affecting sleepiness (4), when 
sleepiness was lower even after a 
1 hour longer sleep (5). KSS 
score was affected by participant 
individuality and a test number 
(6). Correlation between KSS and 
PVT lapse were moderate (7). 

ANOVA 
(1) F1,437 = 17.0; P < .001 
(2) F9,437 = 7.9;   P < .001 
(3) F9,437 = 1.3;   P = .21 
(4) F1,436 = 28.5; P < .001 
KSS points 
(5) by 0.4 ± 0.1 units  
Pearson 
(6) r = 0.63; P < .001  
(7) r = 0.28; P < .001 

2014  Sleepiness of pilots on 
transmeridian flights was 
examined, study aimed to 
measure the accuracy of 
KSS method and if it 
reflects circadian phase 
during flight operations. 
Pilots completed KSS 
ratings pre-flight and at 
TOD. 

 237 Every 1 hour increase in TST 
decreased, KSS ratings (1). 
Every 1 hour increase in time 
awake at the TOD increased KSS 
ratings (2). Every 1 hour increase 
in total in-flight sleep decreased 
KSS ratings (3). There was a 
difference in pre-flight sleepiness 
between flights departing 
between 14:00 -17:59 (4), 22:00 - 
01:59 (5) or 02:00 - 05:59 (6). 
Landing crew scored as sleepier 
(7). Pre westward outbound 
flights sleepiness differed from 
the pre westward inbound (8) or 
pre eastward outbound flights (9). 
KSS at the TOD was various for 
arriving between 06:00 -09:59 
(10), 10:00 - 13:59 (11) or 14:00 -
17:59 (12) flights.  

ANOVA/ KSS points 
(1) by KSS =0.95 
(2) by KSS = 0.2  
(3) by KSS = 0.3  
(4) KSS = 2.1 
(5) KSS = 2.7;      P = .0030 
(6) KSS = 3.0;      P = .0008 
(7) by KSS = 0.1  
(8) by KSS = 0.4; P = .0224  
(9) by KSS = 0.4; P = .0043 
(10) KSS = 4.2  
(11) KSS = 3.7;    P = .0433  
(12) KSS = 3.4;    P = .0022   

2015  During each experimental 
session participants were 
instructed to collect data 
via the 9-point KSS. The 
comparison was later 
made between relief and 
landing and tired and 
rested crews. 

32 Rested and fatigued pilots 
showed different KSS ratings (1). 
Sleepiness between short and 
long-hauls was similar. 
Sleepiness grew towards the end 
of each session (2), more rapidly 
per hour in fatigued pilots (3).  

ANOVA/ KSS points 
(1) KSS = 0.85 
(2) KSS = 0.22; P < .0001 
(3) KSS = 0.25, P < .0001 
  

2014  Measurement of 
sleepiness via KSS took 
place as a part of a bigger 
experiment aimed at 
evaluating a performance 
of an algorithm for an 
automatic detection of 
fatigue.  

 14 Participants were checked to not 
be sleepy before the test (1). 
Sleepiness was detected only in 
one pilot after the flight (2). KSS 
scores before (3) and after the 
flight (4) showed to be similar.  

KSS points 
(1) KSS < 5 
(2) KSS > 7 
(3) KSS = 2.6 ± 0.9  
(4) KSS = 3.2 ± 1.7   

2014  Sleepiness was measured 
before and after each 
sleep period via KSS in a 
study aimed to investigate 
the effectiveness of a 
fatigue battling guidance 
material on a westward 
ULR flight and return LR 
flight. 

52 First post-flight day showed an 
increased sleepiness (1).  
The analyses took of the effect of 
time (2), crew position (3), and 
flight leg (4) and the interactions 
of these  factors (time x position 
(5), time x leg (6), leg x position 
(7) ,time x position x leg (8)) with 
sleepiness took place. 

ANOVA 
(1) F5, 266 = 7.22;   P < .001 
(2) F3, 282 = 35.48; P < .001 
(3) F1, 45 = 10.55;   P = .002 
(4) F1, 289 = 1.89;   P = .171 
(5) F3, 282 = 7.56;   P < .001 
(6) F3, 281 = 3.20;   P = .024 
(7) F1, 289 = 0.04;   P = .841 
(8) F3, 281 = 5.27;   P = .002  
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2010  KSS was a chosen 
method for measuring 
subjective sleepiness in 
the current study with an 
aim to assess the 
influence of an additional 
day’s layover on pilots’ 
fatigue. 

125 Sleepiness increased gradually 
on Brisbane route (1) and Los 
Angeles Route (2). Time by 
schedule interaction, being 
significant, was detected in 
sleepiness on the Brisbane route 
(3). Sleepiness was bigger (4) on 
a return than on an outward flight, 
with no effect of an additional 
layover day noticed.   

ANOVA 
(1) F1,134) = 113.9; P < .001 
(2) F1,137) = 259.0; P < .001 
(3) F4,116) = 4.65;   P < .01 
(4) F1,42) = 6.17;    P < .05 

2006  The study set a goal of 
investigating differences in 
sleepiness and sleep on 
westward morning and 
evening flights. KSS rating 
was taken every 2–3 
hours from the day before 
to the day after the 
experimental flights.   

 14 The outwardbound flight data 
indicated an effect of time (1) and 
interaction (2) on sleepiness. KSS 
stayed the same on a morning 
and on an evening flight (3) 
during homeward-bound flight 
and the day after the homeward-
bound flight (4), however timing 
has a major effect on sleepiness 
on homeward-bound (5) and the 
day after the homeward-bound 
flight (6). No effect of the morning 
vs. evening flight on sleepiness 
on outward-bound and 
homeward-bound flight (7) was 
found, however, the direction of 
flight was significant (8), not the 
interaction (9).  

ANOVA 
(1) F7,12 = 19.1; P < .0001 
(2) F7,84 = 2.6;   P < .0163 
(3) F1,12 = 0.7 
(4) F1,12 = 0.3 
(5) F7,12 = 29.7; P = .0001 
(6) F5,12 = 21.1; P = .0001 
(7) F1,12 =1.2  
(8) F1,12 =6.3;    P = .0276 
(9) F1,12 =3.0  

ULR - ultra long range, KSS - Karolinska Sleepiness Scale, TOC - top of climb, TOD - top of descent, FRMS - Fatigue Risk 
Management System, SPI - safety performance indicator, LR - long range, SAFE - System for Aircrew Fatigue Evaluation,  
FDP - flight duty period, TST - total sleep time, PVT - Psychomotor Vigilance Task, BAM - Boeing Alertness Model  
 

	

2.1.1 Assessment of sleep and sleepiness on an ultra long range flights 

The study [1] set a goal of sleep and sleepiness evaluation of a flight crew during an ultra long 

range (ULR) operation on routes between Doha, Qatar, and Houston, United States. Data were 

collected from 44 participating pilots on 11 trips across the same 9-hrs roster. A guidance was 

provided to the crew prior to the outbound flight, both ULR flights, layover and the first recovery 

night on sleep and nap schedule, diet, exercise and light regime. For sleep evaluation 

Actiwatch devices were worn, and a sleep diary with notes, sleep qualification and further sleep 

need was filled in, sleepiness in the experiment was self-rated by the pilots on a 9-point KSS. 

Crew members were instructed to rate their sleepiness pre-flight, at top of climb (TOC), at start 

and end of each operating period, at top of descent (TOD) and post-flight. Critical phases of 

landing and take off were operated by 2 members - “operating crew” on the outbound flight. 

Then during cruise operating crew changes with “relief crew” in work / rest periods. The 

comparison in sleepiness ratings was made between those two crews on both outbound and 

return flights.  

Crew sleepiness on the outbound flight remained below a KSS of 5 with both crews showing 

the same rating. Relief and operating crew were indicating increased sleepiness at TOD and 

post-flight in comparison to pre-flight sleepiness. 
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Measured pre-sleep sleepiness on the return flight was significantly higher than on the 

outbound flight, possibly because it was a night flight and occurred after a layover in a different 

time-zone, but post-sleep sleepiness did not differ significantly stayed almost the same.  

Greater sleepiness was measured in the relief crew in comparison to the operating crew at 

TOC and TOD.  

In-flight sleep seemed to greatly reduce sleepiness on both outbound and flights, post-sleep 

sleepiness on both flights remained equal. Post-sleep sleepiness, if compared to the first rest 

day before the trip, showed no change during the layover and recovery days.   

The study showed that KSS shows expected results of fatigue level elevation at moments of 

sleep deprivation, accumulated tiredness, night shifts and challenging flight parts. It also 

revealed that provided guidance helped pilots keep the KSS score under control. 

 
2.1.2 Monitoring pilots’ sleepiness during an ultra long range trip 

The current study [2] aimed not only to prove the effectiveness of a FRMS for 55 pilots on a 

westward outbound Johannesburg-New York ULR, but also to assess whether to measure the 

suitability of chosen data collection measurements.  In addition to actigraph and a sleep/duty 

diary, KSS was used to assess sleepiness during pre-flight, at TOC and TOD, after landing 

and during flight both outbound and inbound leg.  

Subjective sleepiness showed variation in ratings across the flight, the crew reported smaller 

sleepiness before flight, with ratings increasing during the flight. With longer time awake at 

TOD, crew members felt sleepier. Fatigue, sleepiness, PVT response speed and total in-flight 

sleep or total sleep in 24-hrs prior to TOD showed no correlation. On any of the following after 

the flight days sleepiness stayed on the same level after waking up. Sleepiness was higher on 

a crucial part of the flight - at TOD, similarly, the inbound flight sleepiness rating was much 

higher than the outbound flight one. 

 

2.1.3 Crew sleepiness for FRMS implementation 

The paper (3) describes an experiment set in hopes of measuring the effectiveness of some 

proposed safety performance indicators (SPIs) and outlining the most accurate ones to be 

possibly implemented into FRMS. As a part of an experiment, data were measured in multiple 

separate experiment sessions during long range (LR) and ULR outbound and inbound flights. 

Sleepiness was rated pre-flight and at TOD on a 9-point KSS scale among other SPIs. 

Assessment showed that an inbound flight crew scored lower pre-flight sleepiness in 

comparison to the outbound flights crew, that could be explained with the fact, that the crew 

on the inbound flight obtained a large amount of total sleep time (TST) in 24-hrs prior to duty, 
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the flight also took place after a 1 day layover. The amount of obtained sleep proved to have 

a big influence on the in-flight sleepiness. Evaluating whether the proportion of crew members 

rating more than 7 on the KSS, which is considered to be a high level of sleepiness, showed 

no differences between flights, pre-trip or at TOD. 

 

2.1.4 Sleepiness assessment as a fatigue indicator for further comparison to the 
predicted fatigue values of the System for Aircrew Fatigue Evaluation (SAFE) 

The main goal of the study [4] by Air New Zealand was to make a comparison between 

predictions of a bio-mathematical model SAFE, and measured fatigue in a total of 324 pilots 

during multiple flights conducted over a 10 years period. Sleepiness was measured on a  

9-point KSS as one of fatigue indicators.  

Overall predicted by SAFE values were closely correlated with subjective fatigue. Due to the 

fact, that the comparison and all the presented measurements’ results were demonstrated for 

the general “fatigue” indicator, consisting of SP, KSS, fatigue and drowsiness scales, it is 

impossible to use present study results for statistical analysis or to draw any significant 

conclusions on sleepiness. 
 

2.1.5 Sleepiness in short-haul pilots during early and late shifts 

Presented study [5] measured fatigue in 40 short-haul pilots, comparing fatigue and sleepiness 

in pilots with early and late (afternoon and evening) shifts. Fatigue indicators were assessed 

via a duty and sleep log, actigraphy, SP, NASA and KSS at the end of each flight and each 

flight duty period (FDP).  

Overall fatigue was proven to be higher at duty end if FDP for a pilot started in the afternoon 

and evening, than in the morning with fatigue levels depending more on time awake at duty 

start, and not showing correlation with prior sleep period time. Increase of sleepiness in 

participants showed correlation with an increase of time awake, reaching maximum in late 

evening hours, with higher ratings for pilots finishing FDPs late at night. 

Measured sleepiness data were presented on a graph with no precise reached values given, 

which made it impossible to include the study into statistical analysis. 

 

2.1.6 Sleep and fatigue on long-haul layovers  

Next paper [6] presented results of measurements of six experiments with total of 299 pilots 

participating, that were set in order to look closely at factors influencing layover sleep on  

out-and-back trips for pilots. It also assessed the correlation between layover sleep and 

inbound SPIs, including KSS ratings taken at duty start for the inbound flight.  
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There was a decrease in KSS scores with TST increasing in 24 hours before the duty. Time of 

waking up highly affected levels of sleepiness at top of descent, with pilots, whose duty started 

between 12:00–15:59, showing the lowest KSS ratings and pilots on duty between  

00:00–03:59 scoring the highest. Sleepiness was shown to grow across the day similarly to all 

the previous studies. 

 

2.1.7. An influence of circadian variation on sleepiness 

The comparison in effectiveness and accuracy was made between subjective measurements 

of in-flight sleep, such as KSS, and actigraphic measurements for monitoring fatigue in pilots 

in the current paper [7]. Sleepiness was measured on KSS for each flight at top of descent on 

inbound and outbound flights. 

Results uncovered variations in sleepiness influenced by sleep duration: with increase in sleep 

duration sleepiness ratings decreased. Rest break number affected the sleepiness in a way, 

that pilots who took the first break demonstrated increased sleepiness at TOD compared to 

those taking second or third break. Correlation was found between sleepiness levels and 

domicile arrival times, as sleepiness was rated the highest at TOD on flights arriving between 
02:00–05:59 or between 6:00–09:59 domicile time than on any other flights. In some way the 

influence of timing of the flight in regard to the domicile time is resembling one shown in 

previous studies.  

 

2.1.8 An effect of take offs and landings on sleepiness 

The aim of the study [8] was to investigate the influence of number of flight segments, 

especially take offs and landings, on fatigue. Subjective fatigue assessments were done by 

each of 24 participating pilots via KSS at the predetermined times during a simulated flight. A 

comparison was made between a 9-hrs duty day with 5 short segments and a 9-hrs,  

single-segment duty day. Each flight crew participated in the study for two days with duty 

starting and finishing always at the same time. 

Sleepiness was mostly affected by condition (multi-segment or single-segment duty day) and 

by test number (1 - 10). Sleepiness turned out to be more prominent in the multi-segment duty 

day than in the single-segment duty day, moreover, sleepiness was accumulating across the 

test bouts not affected by the type of a duty day. Prior sleep duration had an obvious great 

impact on KSS ratings. Inter-individual differences in participants and test numbers were 

discovered to significantly influence the fatigue as well. The objective measures for fatigue 

assessment showed moderate correlation with the objective measures of fatigue, as 

comparison of PVT lapses and KSS ratings revealed. 
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2.1.9 Sleepiness during transmeridian flight operations 

Described study [9] investigated if KSS, among other methods for fatigue measurement, 

accurately reflects history of sleep and wakefulness and circadian phase. 237 pilots rated their 

sleepiness on inbound and outbound transmeridian flights pre-flight and at TOD. Data were 

compared between relief and landing crews and between directions of a flight. 

TST in the 24 h prior to duty start was discovered to have a significant effect on KSS rating, 

with more sleep leading to lower KSS rating. In the same way, in-flight sleep reduced 

sleepiness in pilots.  

Sleepiness was to a great extent affected by the departure time being the lowest before flights 

departing between 14:00 and 17:59 hours, as for sleepiness at TOD, it was the highest for 

flights arriving between 06:00 and 09:59 hours, an effect of time of arrival was noticeable. 

Direction of the flight showed a big influence on fatigue, with westward outbound flights being 

started with lower sleepiness than westward inbound flights or eastward outbound flights.  

KSS ratings increased parallel to hours awake at TOD. Relief crew reported on overall higher 

sleepiness.   

 
2.1.10 An impact of fatigue on commercial flight operations 

The goal of the present research [10] was to investigate if varying levels of fatigue and 

workload somehow affect performance and physiological responses of pilots and to compare 

measurements’ results to fatigue predictions of Boeing Alertness Model (BAM). 32 pilots rated 

their sleepiness on a 9-point KSS during each experimental session, data were recorded both 

under rested and fatigued conditions and long and short haul flights. 

With time into the session sleepiness grew, the increase was more rapid for fatigued 

participants. Predictably, KSS ratings were lower for rested pilots, however, ratings for 

sleepiness on long and short haul flights were almost similar. 

 
2.1.11 Sleepiness detected by a system of an in-flight automatic fatigue detection  

The main focus of the study [11] with 14 participants was to rate the accuracy of a proposed 

in-flight automatic detection system of fatigue, that works based on electroencephalogram 

(EEG) measurements, sleepiness here was measured after each real 8-hrs flight via KSS. 

Mainly the purpose of KSS rating in the study was to make sure participants are not sleepy at 

the beginning of the physiological measurements. Surprisingly, mean assessed sleepiness 

before and after the flight was not much different with the score more than 7 according to KSS, 

considered as sleepiness, being detected only in one pilot.  
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Due to this study providing too insufficient results with little emphasis put on sleepiness’ 

measurement, the data in the study will not be used for statistical analysis. 

 

2.1.12 Sleepiness evaluation after a fatigue mitigation strategy application 

The study [12] strived to measure the effectiveness of a fatigue battling advisory material (as 

recommendations on napping and breaks) on a westward ULR flight and return LR flight. 52 

pilots, divided into primary, so operating take off and landing, and relief crews, in addition to 

wearing actigraph and completing a sleep/duty diary, rated their sleepiness via KSS. 

This study showed a pattern of sleepiness increasing across the flight, then it drops slightly 

after an in-flights sleep. Sleepiness increased for all crews after waking on the first post-flight 

day. The second rest break was the point of time with the highest number of KSS ratings more 

than 7, additionally, two primary crew members scored more than 7 according to KSS at TOD 

on the inbound flight. 

Relief crew showed greater sleepiness than primary crew at TOC, as well as sleepiness at 

TOD and after landing on the inbound flight. For the relief crew the inbound flight was met with 

higher sleepiness at TOC than on the outbound flight, they were also sleepier at TOD and after 
landing in comparison to TOC or pre-flight scores.  

The study concluded, that proposed fatigue mitigation techniques proved to be effective, 

moreover continuing, that, as recommended, 4 recovery days off duty were enough to recover 

after an ULR flight.  

 

2.1.13 An effect of an additional layover day on sleepiness  

 An experiment [13] was conducted with data being collected from 125 pilots on both outward 

and return flights on a route to Brisbane with a 1 day layover or on a route to Los Angeles with 

a 1 or 2 day layover in order to  investigate the effect of an additional day’s layover on reducing 

sleepiness. KSS was used as a method of measuring subjective sleepiness. 

Sleepiness was found to be greater on the return than on the outward flight, regardless of 

layover duration. Time by schedule interacted with sleepiness greatly on the Brisbane route. 

Order within flights showed significant effect on variables on both routes, sleepiness increased 

throughout the flights in sleepiness on both routes. The additional night of layover on Los 

Angeles route shower zero effect on sleepiness on the return flight.  
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2.1.14 A comparison of sleep and sleepiness on morning and evening flights 

The aim of the investigation [14] was to compare sleepiness and sleep on westward morning 

and evening flights. Participants were instructed to rate their sleepiness on a 9-point KSS every 

2–3 hours from the day before to the day after the experimental flights took place flights.  

Sleepiness reached the highest score late in the evening crew and after awakening on the 

morning of the outward-bound flight, being also the biggest at the destination. Interestingly, 

homeward-bound flight showed no increase or decrease of sleepiness during morning and 

evening, however in those flights timing had a crucial effect on sleepiness. The day after the 

homeward-bound flight showed no difference in morning and evening flight sleepiness, 

however, timing showed to be influential to sleepiness.  

Generally, sleepiness increased towards the later part of the flight, was stable during almost 

all the evening flight and achieved maximum score at bedtime. The direction of flight indicated 

its importance on sleepiness occurrence in pilots. 

 

 
2.2 Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) 
In this part of the text are discussed articles dedicated to FSS method. FSS, much like KSS 

discussed in the previous subchapter, is a 9-item scale focused on assessing the severity of 
fatigue. Subjects are required to choose an option from 1 –	strongly disagree to 7 – strongly 

agree to each of the 9 statements about fatigue the subject is experiencing. The higher the 

total score, the more severe fatigue is, a maximum score thus being 63. 

The table 2.2 represents a summary and statistically proven results of experiments based on 

fatigue severity evaluation via FSS. 

 
Table 2.2: Meta-analysis of studies examining Fatigue Severity Scale method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2018  FSS was used to assess 
fatigue as a part of a 
bigger questionnaire 
offered to pilots in GCC 
countries. The main aim of 
the study was to 
investigate fatigue, 
sleepiness and depression 
on commercial flights.  

328 224 participants had severe 
fatigue (1). Correlation was found 
between severe fatigue and 
amount of duty hours between 
midnight and 6:00 in the 7 days 
before the study (2), daytime 
sleepiness (3), depression (4) 
and a risk of OSA (5). 

Student’s t tests  
(1) FSS ≥ 36  
Chi-squared 
(2) 14.6 ± 29.4 or  
10.8 ± 13.7 hrs;     P = .046  
(3) 39.3 vs 23.1%; P = .004 
(4) 41.5 vs 20 19.2%;  
                              P < .001 
(5) 33.5 vs 21 20.2%;  

                      P = .014 
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2018 
 

The study’s goal was to 
measure how does a 24-
hrs sleep deprivation 
affect pilots’ fatigue. 
Fatigue was measured via 
FSS in a testing period 
with no sleep opportunity 
and the second period 
with 8-hrs sleeping 
opportunity.  
 

7 Fatigue grew throughout the 
testing, changing in 0-hrs (1), 8-
hrs (2) and 16-hrs (3) in the ‘no 
sleep’ condition, it reached 
maximum at 24-hrs (4) for a ‘no 
sleep’ group. An interaction was 
found for fatigue and TMD (5). 
Compared to 0-hrs, for ‘no sleep’ 
conditions fatigue scores were 
high (6). Sleepiness was higher 
between the ‘sleep’ and ‘no sleep’ 
conditions at the 24-hrs point (7).   

ANOVA 
(1) F3,18 = 19.819; P = .009 
(2) F3,18 = 19.819; P = 013 
(3) F3,18 = 19.819; P = .016 
(5) F3,18 = 7.895;   P = .001 
(6) F3,18 = 4.132;   P = .026 
Bonferroni test 
(4) t6 = - 4.885;     P = .003 
(7) t6 = 24.074;     P = .007  
 

2014 
 

FAI test that included a 
FSS was administered to 
participants before and 
after each simulated flight 
session aiming to assess 
their fatigue under 
workload. 

21 Comparing ratings of fatigue 
severity before (1) and after (2) 
the simulated flight, no significant 
differences were found.  
 

T-test 
(1) FSS = 3.7261.45; P = .702 
(2) FSS = 3.8061.03; P = .702 
 

FSS - Fatigue Severity Scale, GCC - Gulf Cooperation Council, OSA - obstructive sleep apnea, TMD - Total Mood Disturbance, 
FAI - fatigue assessment instrument  

 

 
2.2.1 Severe fatigue in commercial pilots in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries 

328 commercial pilots in the GCC countries participated in the current study [15] focused on 

investigating and measuring fatigue, sleepiness, depression and obstructive sleep apnea 

(OSA) in pilots. Data on fatigue were recorded when participants were asked to fill in an 

electronic questionnaire, part of which was a FSS, with a score of ≥ 36 being considered a 

severe fatigue.  

Questionnaire results indicated that the majority of participating pilots, more precisely, 68,3%, 

scored enough to be considered severely fatigued. More detailed analysis revealed that pilots 
with ratings of fatigue indicating “severe fatigue” in general had more hours on duty between 

24:00 and 06:00 in a week prior to the experiment. A significant correlation was also found 

between severe fatigue levels, depression, sleepiness and tendency to have OSA.  

 

2.2.2 An effect of a 24-hrs sleep deprivation on pilots’ fatigue severity 

Fatigue was assessed in this article [16] via FSS among other measurements of mood and 

pilots’ personal attributes in order to study the effect on them of a 24-hrs sleep deprivation. 

Testing for 7 participants was divided into two periods: with and without an 8-hrs sleep 

opportunity. 

Fatigue grew gradually throughout the testing in no sleep period parallel to the amount hours 

on duty and reached maximum at a 24-hrs with no sleep point. Fatigue at this point was much 

higher in a group without an additional sleep opportunity, and higher in this group compared 
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to the 0-hrs into the testing measurements. Subjective fatigue scores interacted with Total 

Mood Disturbance scores.  

 

2.2.3 Fatigue severity before and after a simulated flight 

The current study [17] provides a description of an experiment that aimed to create a standard 

real-time test to measure both physiological and psychological fatigue in pilots. As a part of 

that Fatigue Assessment Instrument (FAI) test, FSS was used to self-rate fatigue for 21 

participants, each of them rated fatigue before and after a simulated flight.  

Post-trial analysis indicated no changes in fatigue severity before and after the simulated flight. 

The reasons for this lack of change could be the small sample size in the experiment or 

individual perception of fatigue of the participants.  

 

 

2.3 Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) 
Discussed in table 2.3 below is ESS. ESS is a questionnaire that was developed to assess 

daytime sleepiness. Each subject self-rates his chances of falling asleep on a 4-point scale in 

regard to one of the 8 questions, thus the maximum score of 24 being attributed to the highest 

sleepiness.  

Articles describing in detail a usage of ESS are presented in table 2.3 with results of test 

sessions. 

 
Table 2.3: Meta-analysis of studies examining Epworth Sleepiness questionnaire method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2014  The study aimed to test an 
algorithm for an automatic 
detection of fatigue based 
on EEG recordings during 
15 LR flights. 

14 Before the experiment subjects 
were administered ESS and were 
allowed to participate only their 
sleepiness was normal (1) 

ESS points 
(1) ESS  < 10 

2018  Sleepiness was self-rated 
via ESS by participants as 
a part of a questionnaire 
aiming to evaluate 
sleepiness, fatigue, 
depression, and OSA in 
commercial airline pilots in 
the GCC countries.  

328 112 pilots had excessive daytime 
sleepiness (1). Severe fatigued 
pilots often showed excessive 
daytime sleepiness (2), as well as 
a correlation between a higher 
percentage of long-haul flights 
and sleepiness (3) was 
discovered. 

T-tests 
(1) ESS ≥ 10  
Chi-squared 
(2) 39.3 vs 23.1%; P = .004 
(3) ESS > 10; r = 0.112;  
                              P = .043 

EEG - electroencephalogram, LR - long range , ESS - Epworth sleepiness Scale, OSA - obstructive sleep apnea 
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2.3.1 A system of an in-flight automatic fatigue detection  

The current study [11] set a goal to rate the accuracy of a proposed in-flight automatic detection 

system of fatigue, that works based on EEG measurements, on 15 LR flights. Participating 14 

subjects were administered ESS before the experiment, later only subjects with normal 

sleepiness were allowed to participate. 

Study provides no statistics for ESS scores and does not directly use ESS for any further 

analysis, thus this article cannot be later used in any statistical analysis of the researched 

chosen articles. 

 

2.3.2 Sleepiness in commercial pilots in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries 

Next article [15] described an experiment aimed to investigate and measure fatigue, 

sleepiness, depression and OSA in GCC countries’ pilots. Data from participants were 

recorded via an electronic questionnaire, part of which was ESS to assess subjective 

sleepiness. 

The correlation was discovered between severe fatigue and excessive sleepiness, with more 

fatigued pilots being more prone to being too sleepy. Another correlation indicated that higher 
sleepiness might be connected to the greater amount of long-haul flights. Out of 328 

participants 112 scored enough to be qualified as having excessive daytime sleepiness.  

 

2.4 Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS) 
SSS is a scale for evaluating sleepiness subjectively at specific moments in time. The scale 

consists of only one task - subjects are asked to choose 1 of 7 statements representing their 

subjective feeling of sleepiness the best. The statements are rated 1-7 points and, thus, the 

highest level of sleepiness corresponds to 7 points. 

Articles with comprehensive results are listed in table 2.4 below and then described in detail. 

Table 2.4: Meta-analysis of studies examining Stanford Sleepiness Scale method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2007  An experiment was 
conducted under 
conditions of a 37-hrs SD 
in order to investigate the 
effect of caffeine on 
sleepiness. Two groups, 
caffeine and placebo one, 
rated their sleepiness after 
each flight in simulator via 
SSS. 

13 Subjective sleepiness increased 
in total from (1) to (2) throughout 
4 simulator trials under the SD. 
The caffeine (3) and placebo 
groups (4) scored almost the 
same on sleepiness. 

Wilcoxon-signed ranks test 
(1) Z = 2.71;     P = .01  
(2) Z =3.0;        P = .05 
Kruskall Wallis test 
(3) X2 = 0.006;  P = .68 
(4) X2 = 0.169;   P = .94 
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2013  Drowsiness was rated via 
SSS by each participant 
before each of the tests on 
various FL in an 
experiment aimed to 
assess a correlation 
between sleepiness and a 
32-hrs continuous SD. 

4 Subjective feeling of sleepiness 
via SSS score was significantly 
increasing along with the SD 
time. SSS score reached a 
significant level (1) at 04:00 . 

T-test 
(1) P < .05 

2011  Article describes an 
investigation into the 
effects of pre-duty sleep, 
pre-duty travel time, and 
workload on fatigue of 
helicopter pilots. 
Sleepiness was rated on 
SSS in each test session 
across duty and relief 
days. 

24 The lowest sleepiness was 
always recorded pre-duty (3), and 
the highest sleepiness was 
recorded at bedtime for both duty 
days (1) and days off (2). Time of 
departure affected sleepiness, 
with before noon departure 
resulting in higher level of pilot 
sleepiness (6).  Less TST before 
the duty resulted in greater 
sleepiness (4). Reaction time and 
sleepiness showed a correlation 
(5), as well as a higher number of 
flight hours and higher sleepiness 
at the end of the duty (7). 
Moreover, the effect of the 
demanding work on sleepiness 
halfway duty (8) and at the end of 
duty (9) was discovered, as well 
as a correlation between 
workload and sleepiness levels at 
the end of duty (10).  

ANOVA 
(3) P < .001 
(1) F4,904 = 148.27; P < .001, 
(2) F1,268 = 66.43;   P < .001 
T-test 
(6) t222 = -2.49;       P < .05 
Pearson coefficient 
(4)   r = - 0.27;        P < .05 
(5)   r = 0.41;          P < .05 
(7)   r = 0.26; 
(8)   r = 0.19;          P < .05 
(9)   r = 0.30;          P < .05 
(10) r = 0.22;          P < .05 
 
   

SD - sleep deprivation, SSS - Stanford Sleepiness Scale, FL - flight level, TST - total sleep time 
	
 
2.4.1 An effect of caffeine on sleepiness of pilots under a sleep deprivation 

The effect of caffeine on performance of pilots was examined [18] under the condition of a 

37-hrs sleep deprivation (SD) during 4 simulated flight trials. The study aimed to investigate 

whether caffeine could be considered an effective countermeasure against fatigue, thus 

participants were divided into placebo and caffeine intake groups. Data on sleepiness from 13 

pilots were recorded 30 minutes after each simulated flight via SSS. 

Recordings of sleepiness indicate a gradual increase in SSS scores after each flight under 

continuous SD with exception of results after second and third trials. However, caffeine intake 

showed no effect on sleepiness, as subjective sleepiness between two groups remained 

almost similar.  

 

2.4.2 An effect of a 32-hrs continuous sleep deprivation on sleepiness 

The goal of the study [19] was to assess if continuous 32-hrs SD affects pilots’ cognitive 

behavior. Participants were asked to rate their sleepiness on SSS before each simulated flight 

trial. Flights were simulated on different flights levels (FL). 
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Subjective sleepiness was gradually increasing along with sleep deprivation, also, similar to 

sleepiness measured via KSS, it was significantly increasing along with the SD time. 

Sleepiness reached a score, consistent with significant sleepiness, on at 04:00. 

 

2.4.3 Sleepiness during helicopter operations 

The paper [20] studies how are connected alertness and fatigue of pilots and their pre-duty 

sleep, pre-duty travel time, and on-duty workload. 24 helicopter pilots were asked to rate their 

sleepiness on SSS from 1 to 7 during test sessions that were built in pilots’ normal duty 

schedule after waking up, pre-duty, halfway-duty, end-duty, and at bedtime. 

Sleepiness was found to be always the lowest at pre-duty session and the highest at bedtime 

both for duty and rest days. Sleepiness measured before and halfway the duty time was almost 

on a same level. Additionally, results indicated that “morning” and “evening” types on overall 

scored the same on SSS. Length of pre-duty TST was, as in KSS method experiments, 

affecting sleepiness on duty.  

Further analysis revealed a correlation between reaction time in test sessions and sleepiness, 

a correlation between workload and sleepiness at the end of duty, and a correlation between 
number of flights and sleepiness at the end of duty: sleepier pilots had longer reaction time 

and greater workload at duty or more flights. Higher demand on duty was found to negatively 

affect sleepiness halfway and at the duty end. 

Sleepiness varied between pilots starting their duty at different time, being especially high for 

those on duty starting before 12:00. 

 

 

2.5 Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) 

RPE is a subjective physical activity intensity level evaluation tool, a scale from 6 to 20 

designed to give an approximate estimate of the subject‘s actual heart rate when the chosen 

rating is multiplied by 10. 

The rating was met only in 1 article as a method for fatigue level assessment in pilots. The 

results of this experiment are presented below in table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5: Meta-analysis of studies examining Rating of Perceived Exertion method 

Year  Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2013  The effects of a 32-hrs SD 
on pilots’ cognitive 
behavior was investigated. 
Participants were asked to 
rate their fatigue via RPE 
before each simulated 
flight test session on a 
different flight level. 

4 The feeling of fatigue and 
workload reported by subjects 
both increased during the 32-hrs 
SD. RPE score reached a 
significant level (1) at 04:00. 

T-test 
(1) P < .05 

SD - sleep deprivation, RPE  - Rating of Perceived Exertion 
 

 

2.5.1 An effect of a 32-hrs continuous sleep deprivation on exertion 

The study [19] aimed to investigate whether continuous 32-hrs SD affects pilots’ cognitive 

behavior. Before each test session in a flight simulator with varying FLs data were collected 

on a subjective fatigue from each pilot via the RPE.  

The significant level of fatigue by participants was reached at 04:00 on the 2nd day of an 

experiment, fatigue, as in experiments using FSS method increased gradually across time on 

duty and test sessions. Nevertheless, the study does not provide a precise number value of 

the recorded fatigue level, measurement results are presented with rough values on a graph, 

thus the study will not be included into the statistical analysis. 
 

 

2.6 Global Vigor Scale (GVS) 

Presented below table 2.6 includes a description of an article that set an experiment with pilot’s 

vigor measured via GVS. GVS consists of 4 VASs regarding answers about alertness, 

sleepiness, motivational loss and weariness. Each VAS is scored from 0 to 100, standardly 

higher scores meaning higher levels of vigor. 
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Table 2.6: Meta-analysis of studies examining Global Vigor Scale 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2011  The study reviewed 
factors that could possibly 
affect alertness and 
vigilance of helicopter 
pilots. During each test 
across normal duty and 
relief days levels of vigor 
and alertness were 
assessed via GVS after 
wake up, pre-duty, 
halfway-duty, end-duty, 
and at bedtime. 

24 Both on duty days (1) and days 
off (2), bedtime vigor was lower, 
with reaching maximum at pre-
duty sessions (3). No significant 
differences were found in vigor 
levels between pre-duty and 
halfway-duty sessions. Shorter 
TST significantly affected lower 
vigor levels (4). A correlation was 
found between vigor scores and 
sleepiness (5). Vigor at bedtime 
reached higher scores in summer 
than in winter, both on relief (6) 
and working days (7). 

ANOVA 
(1) F4,904 = 45.61; P < .001 
(2) F1,268 =14.79;  P < .001 
(3) P < .001 
Pearson coefficient 
(4) r = 0.24;          P < .05 
(6) r = - 0.55;        P < .05 
T-test 
(6) t132 = 6.13;      P < .0001 
(7) t210 = 7.35;      P < .0001 

GVS	-	Global	Vigor	Scale,	TST	-	total	sleep	time	
	
	
2.6.1 Vigor during helicopter operations 

The reviewed paper [20] describes an experiment set for 24 helicopter pilots in order to follow 

changes in their cognitive behavior under continuous 32-hrs SD. Participants were instructed 

to rate their levels of vigor and alertness using the GVS, consisting of multiple visual analogue 

scales concerning alertness, sleepiness, effort, and weariness, during each test sessions after 

wake up, pre-duty, halfway-duty, end-duty, and at bedtime during normal duty rosters when 

pilots. 

Vigor reached the lowest level always at bedtime, being similar to levels at wake-up sessions, 

while being at its highest at pre-duty. No difference was found in vigor scores measured on 

duty or relief day or recorded by morning or evening types. However, the season was found to 

have an impact on bedtime vigor levels in a sense of bedtime vigor being lower in winter on 

both day types. Vigor levels stayed the same during pre-duty and halfway-duty tests. 

Significant correlation was discovered between sleepiness and vigor levels.  

The confirmation of pre-duty TST length to greatly affect in-duty levels of vigor could be 

compared with the same influence of pre-duty TST on sleepiness via KSS and SSS.  
 

 

2.7 Samn-Perelli fatigue scale (SP) 

SP scale is another extremely widely spread self-administered subjective fatigue assessment 

scale. SP scale is a 7-point for with scores from 1 - fully alert, wide awake to 7 - completely 

exhausted, unable to function effectively. Scores over 5-6 are attributed to presence of severe 

fatigue. 
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Multiple articles covering usage of SP in experiments were collected. Their description of a 

methodology in articles and results of the experiments set are presented in table 2.7 and below. 

 

 
Table 2.7: Meta-analysis of studies examining Samn-Pirelly scale method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2006  In order to establish the 
influence of prior sleep on 
fatigue ratings of pilots on 
international flights and to 
collect overall data on 
amount of sleep, 
subjective fatigue, and 
pilot’s sustained attention 
an experiment was set 
with participants being 
asked to rate their fatigue 
via the 7-point SP 
checklist before and after 
each flight.  

19 Flight sector (1) and stage of 
flight (2) were discovered to have 
an effect on fatigue. Fatigue was 
at its lowest after the third sector 
with the biggest layover 
opportunity in comparison to all 
other flight sectors (3). 

ANOVA 
(1) F3,24 = 4.95;   P < .01 
(2) F1,24 = 40.04; P < .001 
(3) SP < 4;          P < .05  

2015  The effectiveness of a 
FRMS and the chosen 
method of collecting data 
on subjective fatigue- SP 
checklist was tested. 
Pilots’ fatigue was 
monitored on ULR flights 
with data being recorded  
before and after each 
sleep episode and at 
different times in flight.   

55 Pilots rated their fatigue as the 
lowest pre-flight, fatigue was 
noticed to grow throughout the 
flight (1). Measurements at TOD 
showed fatigue increasing parallel 
to time on duty (2).  Inbound flight 
fatigue reached higher scores in 
comparison to the outbound flight 
one (3). Fatigue, sleepiness, PVT 
response speed, TST in-flight or 
TST in the 24 hours prior to TOD 
showed no correlation. If 
compared to baseline (4), fatigue 
remained the same (5) on all 
post-flight days.  

ANOVA 
(1) F3, 315 = 89.23; P < .001 
(2) F1,56 = 6.58;     P = .01 
(3) F1, 317 = 20.83; P < .001 
(4) F5, 237 = 0.57;   P = .72 
(5) F5,237 = 1.07;    P = .38 
  

2014  SP was one of the 
proposed SPIs that could 
possibly be used in future 
FRMS on LR and ULR 
flights. SP was used to 
evaluate pre-flight and 
TOD fatigue. 

133 The proportion of crew members 
rating 5 on SP on different flight 
segments was tested to show 
pre-flight fatigue (1) not being 
much different to TOD fatigue (2).  

Chi-squared test 
(1) P = 0.103; P < .05 
(2) P = 0.349; P < .05 

2014  The study compared 
predictions of SAFE to the 
measured fatigue indicator 
value, consisting of 
multiple methods, as well 
as a 7-point SP fatigue 
scale.   

324 Values predicted with SAFE were 
close to ones derived from pilots’ 
measurements of subjective 
fatigue (1). 

Pearson coefficient 
(1) r = 0.85  

2014  The study’s goal was to 
compare overall fatigue 
between pilots starting 
their shift early or late. For 
that purpose, a 7- point SP 
scale was used to rate 
subjective fatigue at the 
end of each flight and 
each FDP. 

40 Fatigue at the end of the FDP 
was proven to be significantly 
higher for pilots starting their shift 
in the afternoon or evening hours 
(1).  

ANOVA 
(1) t51 = 3.92; P < 0.001 
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2018  The relationship between 
a layover sleep and pre-
flight SPIs was examined. 
Pilots rated their 
subjective fatigue on SP 
fatigue scale at duty start 
for the inbound flight. 

299 It was discovered that every 
additional hour in TST in 24-hrs 
prior to duty start decreased 
fatigue ratings (1). Time awake 
and fatigue ratings at TOD 
showed correlation, with lowest 
fatigue (2) measured on shifts 
starting 12:00–15:59 and the 
highest (3) on shifts starting 
00:00–03:59. 

SP points 
(1) by SP = 0,13 
(2) SP = 1.96  
(3) SP = 2,59 

2016  SP crew status check was 
used in a study aiming to 
compare effectiveness of 
subjective measurements 
of an in-flight sleep and 
actigraphy. Fatigue was 
self-rated by each pilot at 
TOD on an outbound and 
inbound flight.   

298 Plots taking the first break 
reached a higher score at TOD 
than pilots taking the second 
break (1) or the third break (2). 
Those taking the second break 
were less fatigued at TOD than 
those taking the third break (3). 
Further effects of arrival time (4) 
and sleep duration (5) were 
found.  

ANOVA 
(1) t356 = 6.92;       P < .0001 
(2) t411 = 3.99;       P = .0002 
(3) t370 = 22.82;     P = .0051 
(4) F16.97= 4, 423;  P < .0001 
(5) F41.15= 1, 551;  P < .0001  

2016  The study took place to 
assess whether there is a 
connection between a 
number of flight segments: 
landings and take offs, 
and subjective fatigue. 
Each pilot self-rated their 
fatigue via SP at particular 
times.  

24 SP subjective fatigue was mostly 
affected by the time of the duty 
day (1) and a number of a test 
session (2). Previous TST 
duration revealed to have a huge 
influence on SP ratings (3), each 
additional hour of sleep reducing 
fatigue (4). SP subjective fatigue 
was affected not only by a test 
session number, but by subjects’ 
individuality (5). Subjective 
fatigue and a number of PVT 
lapse showed a correlation (6). 

ANOVA 
(1) F1,418 = 20.5; P < .001  
(2) F9,418 = 9.3;   P < .001  
(3) F1,417 = 15.4; P < 001 
SP points 
(4)  by SP = 0.5 ± 0.1  
Pearson 
(5) r = 0.63;        P < .001  
(6) r = 0.26;        P < .001 

2014  The article is dedicated to 
examining the reliability of 
multiple subjective and 
objective fatigue 
assessment tools, among 
which is a SP scale. 
During transmeridian flight 
operations pilots 
completed SP ratings, that 
were used for cross and in 
flight comparisons. 

237 Relief crew were found to be 
more fatigued (1) than the landing 
crew. Each 1 hour increase in 
TST in the 24-hrs prior to duty 
start, SP rating decreased (2). 
Pre-flight SP ratings of fatigue 
were lower for flights departing at 
14:00 - 17:59 (3) or at 18:00 - 
21:59 (4) than those at 22:00 - 
01:59 (5) or 02:00–05:59 hours 
(6). Flights arriving at 06:00 - 
09:59 (7) showed higher SP 
ratings than flights arriving at 
10:00 - 13:59 (8). Before 
westward outbound lights, pilots 
rated themselves as less fatigued 
than before westward inbound 
flights (9) or eastward outbound 
flights (10). SP fatigue at TOD 
gradually increased throughout 
the time awake each hour (11).  

SP points 
(1) by SP = 0.3  
(2) by SP = 0.12 
(3) SP = 1.9 
(4) SP = 2.1 
(5) SP = 2.5;        P = .0003 
(6) SP = 2.7;        P = .0004 
(7) SP = 3.4 
(8) SP = 2.8;        P = .0159 
(9) by SP = 0.4;   P = .0099 
(10) by SP = 0.4; P = .0043 
(11) by SP = 0.1  
   

2015  The influence of fatigue 
and workload on pilots’ 
performance was 
established. Predictions of 
the BAM tool and in-test 
measurements of fatigue 
via a 7-point SP scale 
were compared.   

32 The data from this study indicate 
that the KSS and SP ratings are 
strongly related. 

NA 
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2014  Fatigue battling guidance 
material was offered to 
participating pilots, the 
effectiveness of proposed 
guidelines was evaluated 
on ULR and LR flights.  
Fatigue was rated before 
and after each sleep 
period on the SP Status 
Check among other 
measurements taken 
during the experiment.  

52 Compared to baseline pilots 
scored higher on SP on a first day 
after the flight (1). Fatigue ratings 
show a pattern of gradually 
increasing fatigue across the 
flight, with slight decreases in 
fatigue following each in-flight 
sleep period. The relationship 
between fatigue and: time (2), 
crew position (3), flight leg (4) and 
the interactions of these  factors 
(time x position(5), time x leg (6), 
leg x position (7) ,time x position 
x leg (8)) was analyzed. 

ANOVA 
(1) F5, 290 = 3.62;   P = .003 
(2) F3, 285 = 65.33; P < .001 
(3) F1, 45 = 11.61;  P = .001 
(4) F1, 292 = 3.80;   P = .052 
(5) F3, 285 = 8.35;   P < .001 
(6) F3, 284 = 1.20;   P =.031 
(7) F1, 292 = 0.77;   P = .382 
(8) F3, 284 = 5.19;   P = .002 

2012  The aim of this study was 
to examine the impact of 
layover length on sleep, 
subjective fatigue levels, 
and capacity to sustain 
attention of long-haul 
pilots. Participants rated 
their subjective fatigue 
level in their duty diary 
using a 7-point SP Fatigue 
Checklist 

19 Layover length greatly affected 
levels of fatigue (1), with longer 
layover resulting info the lower 
fatigue. Stage of trip also showed 
an effect on subjective fatigue (2), 
end of the flight was usually 
connected to higher, than at the 
start, levels of fatigue. Layover 
duration and stage of trip did not 
interact in their influence on SP 
ratings (3). 

Mixed-model regression 
(1) F1,123 = 11.3; P = .001 
(2) F1,22 = 17.5;   P = .001 
(3) F9,25 = 3.8;     P = .55 

2010  The study investigated if 
an additional layover day 
could be beneficial for 
subjective fatigue 
reduction on Brisbane and 
Los Angeles route. SP 
scale was used as a mean 
of assessing a subjective 
fatigue.  

125 Order within flight increased 
fatigue throughout the Brisbane 
(1) and Los Angeles (2) flights. 
An additional night of layover on 
Los Angeles route resulted in no 
effect in fatigue, however, 
sleepiness increased between the 
first leg and the second without a 
layover for both routes (3). A 
relationship was discovered 
between fatigue and schedule (4) 
on the Brisbane route.   

ANOVA 
(1) F 1,134 = 258.7; P < .001 
(2) F 1,137 = 274.8; P < .001 
(3) F 1,64 = 12.8;     P < .001 
(4) F 4,116 = 4.22;   P < .01 

2008  The goal of a study was to 
receive accurate 
information of a 
relationship between 
fatigue, duty length and 
time of day. Pilots on 
multiple flights filled in a 
questionnaire with a SP 
scale at TOD prior to the 
end of each flight. 

3181 Was showed a correlation 
between VAS fatigue and SP 
fatigue (1). 

Pearson coefficient 
(1) r = 0.89 

SP - Samn-Perelli, FRMS - Fatigue Risk Management System, ULR - ultra long range, TOD - top of descent,  
PVT - Psychomotor Vigilance Task, TST- total sleep time, SPI - safety performance indicators, LR - long range, SAFE - System 
for Aircrew Fatigue Evaluation, FDP - flight duty period, BAM - Boeing Alertness Model 
 
 
2.7.1 Sleep and fatigue on international flights 

The current study [21] had two goals: to collect data on subjective fatigue, sustained attention 

and amount of sleep of 19 pilots before and after international flights, and to investigate if and 

how precisely prior to the duty sleep influences subjective fatigue levels. Data were collected 

on return Australia - Europe flights on four sectors. Pilots were asked to self-rate their fatigue 

via SP checklist before and after each flight. 
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Fatigue was discovered to be different in various flight sectors and also stages of flight, being, 

for example, significantly lower in the beginning of a flight compared to the end of it. The lowest 

fatigue score was detected in a Europe - Asia sector, possibly due to pilots having a bigger 

layover in London, than on any other sectors, an opportunity for a longer sleep. 

 

2.7.2 Monitoring pilots’ fatigue during an ultra long range trip  

Described experiment with 55 pilots [2] was set to test the effectiveness of a FRMS on a 

westward outbound Johannesburg-New York ULR and tried to measure its chosen method for 

assessing subjective fatigue – SP checklist was reliable. Additionally, actigraph, sleep/duty 

diary and KSS were used for data collection. SP ratings were recorded pre-flight, at TOC and 

TOD, after landing and during flight both outbound and inbound leg.  

Fatigue, sleepiness, PVT response speed and total in-flight sleep or total sleep in 24-hrs prior 

to TOD showed no correlation. Fatigue was discovered to change dramatically across the 

flight, predictably reaching the lowest scores pre-flight. Pilots scored as more fatigued on the 

inbound flight than the outbound flight. The time on duty directly affected levels of fatigue at 

TOD, likewise to sleepiness via KSS. On post-flight days fatigue remained on a same level.  
 
2.7.3 Crew fatigue assessment for FRMS implementation 

The study [3] aimed to assess the effectiveness of SP and other SPIs to choose the most 

reliable ones for a possible future implementation of those SPIs into a FRMS. A total of 133 

pilots in a four-person flight deck crews participated in collecting the data on fatigue via SP 

during multiple separate experiment sessions during LR and ULR outbound and inbound 

flights. 

Main focus was on the proportion of pilots who rated their fatigue more than 5 – severe fatigue 

and their proportion in different flight segments. The analysis discovered that their proportion 

in fatigue measurements of pre-flight and TOD fatigue was almost the same.  

 

2.7.4 Fatigue assessment as a fatigue indicator for further comparison to the predicted 
fatigue values of the System for Aircrew Fatigue Evaluation (SAFE) 

Air New Zealand created a study [4] dedicated to testing a proposed SAFE model and to make 

a comparison between predicted values and values derived from subjective ratings of 324 

pilots during multiple flights conducted over a 10-year period. Fatigue was measured on a  

7-point SP as one of fatigue indicators.  
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The analysis showed predicted by SAFE values to be consistent with data on subjective fatigue 

collected from participants. Even though the study uses SP method of evaluating subjective 

fatigue, it is not entirely possible to use recorded results for future statistical analysis, as in the 

experiment a general “fatigue” indicator, that is counted on of SP, KSS, fatigue and drowsiness 

scales.  

 

2.7.5 Subjective sleepiness in short-haul pilots during early and late shifts 

The reviewed study [5] aimed to investigate how does the awake time affect fatigue in 40  

short-haul pilots. A comparison was drawn between fatigue in pilots with early and late 

(afternoon and evening) shifts. In addition to a duty and sleep log, actigraphy, NASA and KSS 

methods, SP method was used to assess subjective fatigue with data collected at the end of 

each flight and each FDP.  

If looking at an overall fatigue that includes all the indicators of it as both subjective sleepiness 

and fatigue, a connection was found between time of a FDP beginning and levels of fatigue 

that pilots reported at duty end, with higher fatigue for those beginning shifts in the afternoon 

or evening. Fatigue measured at duty end also showed no correlation with prior sleep period 
time.  

Fatigue at the end of FDP was discovered to be much higher, reaching moderate and even 

severe level, for those pilots, who had a late finishing shift, in comparison to pilots having an 

early starting one. Interestingly, fatigue in pilots on evening shifts was higher despite them 

having a shorter duty period than those, who started shift in the morning. Critical values for 

fatigue were reached around 22:00 hours. 

Unfortunately, most of the data were presented in rough values on a histogram, which made it 

impossible, to use the results of this particular study in future statistical analysis.  

 
2.7.6 Sleep and fatigue on long-haul layovers  

The present study [6] combined data from six studies to look into the factors affecting pilots’ 

layover sleep on inbound and outbound flights and the relationship between layover sleep and 

inbound SPIs. 299 participating pilots rated their fatigue via SP at duty start for the inbound 

flight. 

As in multiple previous studies increase in TST in the 24-hrs prior to duty start was found to 

have a direct effect on fatigue at TOD. Moreover, time awake and fatigue at TOD showed a 

correlation: here the lowest fatigue rating was recorded on shifts starting 12:00–15:59 and the 

highest - on shifts starting 00:00–03:59. 
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2.7.7. An influence of circadian rhythms on fatigue and its subjective measurements  

An experiment aiming at investigating if subjective measurements of in-flight sleep and 

actigraphic measurements could be equally reliable took place in a next study [7]. Pilots were 

asked to rate their fatigue subjectively via SP at TOD for a LR outbound and then inbound 

flight.  

Data were obtained from 298 pilots. A noticeable connection was discovered between fatigue 

at TOD and time of arrival of the flight: arrivals between 02:00–05:59 and 06:00–09:59 showed 

especially high subjective fatigue ratings. Increase in TST decreased fatigue ratings. The 

relationship between a number of break taken by a pilot and his level of fatigue at TOD was 

also revealed, subjects taking the first break had higher levels of fatigue at TOD than subjects 

taking the second or the third one, results indicated, that the duration of time awake at TOD 

was affecting subjective fatigue greatly.  

 
2.7.8 A fatiguing effect of take offs and landings 

The current article [8] describes an experiment with a goal of assessing the influence of number 

of flight segments on fatigue, particular attention was given to effects of multiple take offs and 

landings.  Each of 24 participating pilots self-rated their fatigue via SP at specific times during 

a simulated flight session. Two simulated duty days were compared: a 9-hrs duty day with 5 

short segments and a 9-hrs, single-segment duty day, participants were taking part in the 

experiment two days in a row with duty starting and finishing always at the same time. 

A type of the flight, multi-segment or single-segment and a number of test bout, 1 – 10, were 

discovered to have a slight effect on fatigue, thus multiple take offs and landings did have a 

fatiguing effect.  

Prior TST showed a great influence on subjective ratings of fatigue, an additional hour of sleep 

led to reduction of subjective fatigue. SP subjective rating were somehow influenced by a 

number of PVT lapse, they also were influenced by characteristics of each participant.	 

 
2.7.9 Fatigue during transmeridian flight operations 

The study [9] investigated if some methods for fatigue measurement, including SP scale, are 
accurate when reflecting a history of sleep and wakefulness and circadian phase. Pilots were 

asked to rate their pre-flight and at TOD fatigue via SP scale on both inbound and outbound 

transmeridian flights. A comparison was made between measurement results of relief and 

landing crew, and between directions and timings of flights.  
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Surprisingly, relief crew rated themselves as more fatigued. The reduction of sleepiness was 

noticed with increase of prior 24-hrs TST. In general, at TOD fatigue was increasing with an 

increase of time awake. Moreover, pre-flight fatigue was lower before westward outbound 

lights, than before westward inbound flights or eastward outbound flights, direction of a flight 

was also found to have an effect on fatigue. 

Analysis of measured data from 237 participants indicated, that there was a relationship 

between flight departure time and SP ratings, the lowest ratings being recorded for flights 

departing between 22:00 and 01:59 or between 18:00 and 21:59, compared to other flights. 

Time of arrival influenced fatigue levels at TOD as well, fatigue reached the highest among 

flights score for a flight arriving between 06:00 and 09:59.    

 

2.7.10 An impact of fatigue on commercial flight operations 

The purpose of this research [10] was to compare predictions of BAM tool and measured levels 

of fatigue, it also aimed to assess the effects of fatigue and varying workload levels on pilot’s. 

A 7-point SP scale was used in each testing session to determine 32 pilots’ subjective fatigue.  

The study results were not suitable to be included into the future statistical analysis, as no 
measured values were included into the paper and only a correlation between KSS and SP 

scale ratings was noted.  

 
2.7.11 Fatigue and sleepiness evaluation after a fatigue mitigation strategy application 

Fatigue mitigation strategy was offered to 52 pilots on ULR and LR westward and return flights. 

The current article [12] describes an experiment set to measure the effectiveness of a 

proposed strategy by collecting sleepiness and fatigue measurements’ samples. As a part of 

a study, pilots were required to self-rate their fatigue on a SP checklist before and after each 

sleep period. A comparison was made between landing and relief crews’ ratings.  

Fatigue showed an increasing pattern throughout the flight; however, each in-flight sleep 

period decreases it slightly. The first post-flight day brought in higher fatigue results than at the 

baseline.  

The outbound flight results for relief crew indicated a higher level of fatigue at TOC, TOD, and 

after landing compared to pre-flight, fatigue was also higher after landing than at TOC. Same 

crew was more fatigued at TOD and after landing compared to pre-flight or TOC on the inbound 

flight. As for the landing crew, they showed greater level of fatigue before the inbound flight 

than before outbound at TOD. On the outbound flight their SP ratings were greater both after 

landing and at TOD, lower at TOC and pre-flight. During an inbound flight landing crew reached 
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lower levels of fatigue than the relief crew at both TOC and after landing, during an outbound 

flight lower levels of fatigue at TOC and TOD were also detected among landing crew 

members. 

The rating of SP > 5, that is considered a significant fatigue, occurred most often during the 

outbound flight before the second rest break, same timing for occurrence of severe fatigue was 

noticed during the inbound flight. In general, relief crew reported severe fatigue after the 

landing more often, than the landing crew. 

Due to the study design, when measured data are presented not in precise values, but via 

histograms and box plot diagrams with rough value, it is impossible to use the study results in 

statistical analysis. 

 

2.7.12 An effect of layover duration on subjective fatigue 

The current study [22] with 19 participants focuses on investigation what exactly is a 

relationship between the duration on layover, attentiveness and subjective fatigue in pilots 

during LR flights. A SP rating was made at the start and the end of each flight sector with 

participants flying on international routes with short or long layover and at least 4 days off at 
home prior to the duty. 

A strong effect of the layover duration on subjective fatigue levels was discovered, pilots with 

longer layovers reported lower fatigue. Greater scores in SP checklist were achieved at the 

end of flights compared to their start and to any type of a day off. 

 

2.7.13 An effect of an additional layover day on fatigue  

Presented article [13] discusses the outcome of adding an additional layover day on possible 

reduction of fatigue. 125 participants were either on outward or return flight on a route to either 

Brisbane with a 1 day layover or to Los Angeles with a 1 or 2 day layover.  Subjective fatigue 

was assessed by means of a SP checklist. 

The additional night of layover had zero effect on the return flight on the Los Angeles route. 

Nevertheless, on both routes without a layover an increase was detected in subjective fatigue. 

The order demonstrated to have a particular effect on fatigue on both routes, which lead to the 

increase of fatigue on both routes. Moreover, a relationship between schedule and fatigue was 

found on the Brisbane route. 
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2.7.14 A relationship between fatigue on duty, duration of duty and the flight timing 

The investigation [23] into the effect of flight timing and duration of being on duty on subjective 

fatigue took place with the main goal being establishing duty time limitations to improve aviation 

safety. Data were collected from 3181 pilots in a form of a questionnaire, which participants 

were asked to fill in at TOD during the finishing sector of the flight. SP scale was among other 

subjective fatigue assessment methods included into the questionnaire.  

Fatigue on flights occurring at 03:00 was not reported to reach severe levels even after 12 

hours into the duty, nevertheless, fatigue on flights occurring between 21:00 - 00:00 reached 

a level, considered to be severe fatigue much faster - only after 6-7 hours on duty. Circadian 

rhythms might have influenced fatigue, as it reached its peak between 02:00 – 06:00, time 

considered to be a circadian low. Moreover, fatigue at TOD was affected by a mixture of factors 

as the number of sectors, time of day, the type and the length of duty. VAS on fatigue and SP 

scale showed common results.  

Data on fatigue are presented as a histogram in the current article, no precise values, suitable 

for future statistical analysis were provided. 

 
 
2.8 Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) 
VAS is a measurement tool that is used for measurements of various parameters, including 

fatigue, as in studies described in articles in table 2.8. By VAS are measured characteristics 

that range across a continuum of values and thus cannot be measured precisely. VAS 

usually comes in a form of a 100 mm line on which a subject is asked to put a mark 

responding to his current level of fatigue. Results are then determined as a distance between 

0 - no fatigue and subject’s mark.  

 

Table 2.8: Meta-analysis of studies examining Visual Analogue Scale method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2014  Predictions of SAFE on 
fatigue in pilots were 
compared to 
measurements of fatigue 
via VAS scales. 

 324 No information on VAS results 
provided. 

 NA 
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2010  An experiment was set on 
two flight routes to test the 
benefits of an additional 
layover day on reducing 
fatigue. A 100-mm VAS 
was used as one of the 
methods of measuring 
fatigue. 

125 An order during each flight 
affected the increase of VAS 
fatigue on both Brisbane (1) and 
Los Angeles routes (2). Fatigue 
on both outbound and inbound 
flight was showing a pattern of 
increase across the flight. Both 
times the fatigue grew across the 
first leg to the second in case of 
flight without a layover (3). 
The return flight results 
demonstrated a higher level of 
fatigue (4). 

ANOVA 
(1) F 1,132 = 49.7;   P < .001 
(2) F 1,137 = 265.1; P < .001 
(3) F 1,63 =7.3;       P < .01 
(4) F 1,42 = 6.53;    P < .05  

2008 
 

The study’s aim was to 
collect information of a 
relationship between 
fatigue, duty length and 
time of day. Pilots on 
multiple flights filled in a 
questionnaire with fatigue 
being rated on a VAS 
scale at TOD prior to the 
end of each flight. 

3181 Was showed a correlation 
between VAS fatigue and SP 
fatigue (1). 
 

Pearson 
(1) r = 0.89 

SAFE	-	System	for	Aircrew	Fatigue	Evaluation,	VAS	-	Visual	Analogue	Scale,	TOD	-	top	of	descent,	SP	-	Samn-Perelli	
	

	
2.8.1 Fatigue assessment for further comparison to the predicted fatigue values of the 
System for Aircrew Fatigue Evaluation (SAFE) 

Air New Zealand study [4] had a goal to make test the accuracy of a bio-mathematical model 

SAFE predictions. 324 pilots participated and rated their fatigue on VAS during flights that took 

place over a 10 years period. 2 100 mm VAS were filled in during each flight.  

The study’s primary focus was the comparison of SAFE model predictions to measured 

subjective fatigue, thus no detailed information and no actual measured values on VAS fatigue 
measurements were provided, being deemed to be able to provide little additional information. 

 

2.8.2 An effect of an additional layover day on fatigue  

The study [13] was conducted to test if adding an additional layover day is in some way 

affecting fatigue of 125 pilots on outward and return flights on two flight routes: to Brisbane 

with a 1-day layover and to Los Angeles with a 1 or 2 day layover.  100 mm VAS was a chosen 

method for subjecting fatigue assessment.  

The return flight results demonstrated a higher level of fatigue. Fatigue on both outbound and 

inbound flight was gradually increasing across the flight. For both routes without a layover 

fatigue was discovered to grow across the first leg to the second in case of flight without a 

layover. A correlation between order during each flight and the increase of VAS fatigue on both 

routes was found.   
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2.8.3 A relationship between fatigue on duty, duration of duty and the flight timing 

The main goal of the study [23] was to establish the relationship between fatigue, flight timing 

and duration of being on duty. Data, collected in a form of filled in questionnaires, that 

consisted, among other methods for fatigue evaluation, of 100-mm VAS, was collected from 

3181 pilots. Questionnaires were filled in at TOD during the finishing sector of the flight.  

The results on subjective fatigue measurement with VAS showed a close correlation to SP 

scale, the results were so similar, the results from VAS were not included into the discussion. 

 

 

2.9 NASA Task Load Index (NTLx) 
According to its name, NTLx was developed by the Human Performance Group at NASA with 

a goal of subjectively assessing workload perceived by subject. NTLx total rating consists of 

ratings of further 6 subjective subscales as mental demand, physical demand, temporal 

demand, performance, effort and frustration with scores from 0 to 20.	The overall score is later 

comprised from ratings of subscales when each of them is given some weight. Outcome of the 

measurement is a workload index rated from 0 to 100. 

The table 2.9 combines results from 5 chosen articles describing experiments with the usage 

of NTLx. 

 
Table 2.9: Meta-analysis of studies examining NASA Task Load Index method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2019  A 24-hrs experiment took 
place with a main goal of 
investigating the effect of 
pilot’s fatigue on results of 
multiple performance and 
psychological tests. 
Measurements included 
workload evaluation, using 
NTLx.  

8 The mental demand parameter 
(1), the physical demand 
parameter (2), the temporal 
demand parameter (3), the 
performance parameter (4), the 
effort parameter (5) and the 
frustration parameter (6) all did 
not reveal any  significant change 
between individual pairs of 
measurements. 

Friedman test 
(1) Χ2 = 11.72; P = .11. 
(2) Χ2 = 3.61;   P = .82 
(3) Χ2 = 8.61;   P = .28 
(4) Χ2 = 4.86;   P = .67 
(5) Χ2 = 4.86;   P = .67 
(6) Χ2 = 2.87;   P = .89 

2014  Fatigue levels of pilots 
finishing their duty late at 
night were analyzed and 
compared with pilots 
starting their duty early. 
Subjects were asked to 
rate their workload via 
NTLx at the end of each 
flight and each FDP. 

40 Workload showed little influence 
on fatigue at duty end.  

NA 
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2019  The study aimed to 
investigate if static upright 
balance index and brain-
blood oxygen levels could 
be used as workload 
indicators. Subjects filled 
in the NTLx form to 
evaluate pilot workload. 

15 -1st 
phase 
50 – 2nd 
phase  

The following indicators were 
measured: mental demand for 
real (1) and simulated flight (2), 
physical demand for real (3) and 
simulated flight (4), temporal 
demand for real (5) and simulated 
flight (6), performance for real (7) 
and simulated flight (8), effort for 
real (9) and simulated flight (10), 
frustration for real  (11) and 
simulated flight (12). Workload 
after real flight and simulated 
flight tasks was highly correlated 
(13). Total scores in the 
experimental group (14) were 
higher than those in control group 
(15) after the simulated task.  

NTLx points 
(1) 3.42 ± 0.96  
(2) 3.71 ± 1.34  
(3) 2.03 ± 1.35  
(4) 0.90 ± 0.97  
(5) 1.25 ± 0.93  
(6) 2.24 ± 1.12  
(7) 1.09 ± 0.62  
(8) 1.22 ± 0.84  
(9) 3.02 ± 1.16  
(10) 3.03 ± 1.25 
(11) 0.71 ± 0.40  
(12) 1.32 ± 0.70. 
Pearson coefficient 
(13) P < .01 
t-test 
(14) P < .001 
(15) P = .002). 
  

2013  Subjects rated their 
workload via NTLx after 
each simulated flight test 
session in an experiment 
set to examine the effects 
of 32 hours of a 
continuous SD on pilot’s 
cognitive behavior in a 
simulated flight.  

4 Six NTLx parameter reached 
significant level at 04:00 on the 
2nd day.(1)  

T-test 
(1) P < 0.05 

2015  Monitoring of multiple 
parameters, including 
workload, took place on 
ULR flights, to measure 
the accuracy of those 
methods. Pilots were 
asked to rate their 
workload via NTLx at the 
each of each flight. 

81 Results not included in the study. NA 

NTLx - NASA Task Load Index, FDP - flight duty period, SD - sleep deprivation  
	

	

2.9.1 A relationship between fatigue, workload and the results of psychological and 
performance testing 

In this study [24] 8 measurements of the data (from 21:00 to 18:00) from 8 pilots took place 

during a flight in a flight simulator, among other methods of fatigue, workload and performance 

evaluation, NTLx questionnaire was used to self-rate the performance, evaluating mental, 

temporal and physical demand, performance, effort and frustration. 

Results indicated that participants were the least affected by time pressure, while frustration 

affected them the most.  

No significant change between individual pairs of measurements of mental demand parameter 

was found. Subjective ratings of stress grew along 1-3 test sessions to then decrease and 

finally reach the maximum value during the 6th measurement. The level of frustration only 

showed a decrease during the 7th measurement.  
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The individual pairs of measurements of the physical demand and then temporal demand 

parameter also showed no significant variation. The temporal demand, however, kept 

increasing from the 2nd to the 4th measurement to then decrease and increase one more time. 

The performance parameter showed no great variation as well. The effort parameter 

demonstrated an increase between the 3rd and the 5th measurements. 

 

2.9.2 Workload in short-haul pilots during early and late shifts 

Presented study [5] tried to evaluate the relationship between the duty start and pilot’s fatigue. 

Workload and fatigue measurements of 40 short-haul pilots, that were either on morning or 

evening duty were compared. Subjects filled in a NTLx questionnaire at the end of each flight 

and each FDP. 

Workload was found to have a minor effect of pilot’s fatigue and thus measured values of 

workload were not included int the study. Since no values were obtained from the article, it will 

not be used in statistical analysis. 

 

2.9.3 Workload assessment via static upright balance index and brain blood oxygen 
levels  

The current paper [25] aimed to investigate whether it is possible to measure objectively pilot’s 

workload by the means of recording and analyzing data on static upright balance index and 

brain blood oxygen levels. Subjects were asked to rate their workload before and after the 

task, pilots were divided into 2 groups: control (resting) and flight simulator one, the NTLx was 

used to compare workload on a real flight with one on a simulated flight in pilots. 

A significant correlation was found between real and simulated flight fatigue, proving, that an 

experiment set to measure workload on a simulator could be reliable. For the simulated flight 

task experiments, experimental group workload was higher than the control group results.  

 

2.9.4 An effect of a 32-hrs continuous sleep deprivation on workload 

A study was conducted [19] to follow the change in pilots’ cognitive behavior throughout 

performing performance tasks under continuous 32-hrs SD. Participants were asked to rate 

their workload via NTLx before each test in a flying simulator. A total of 5 flying segments were 

simulated on different FLs. 

NTLx questionnaire provided results on 6 measured parameters: mental, physical and 

temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration level. The parameters did not increase 

throughout the tests at the same degree, thought all reached significant level at 04:00 on the 
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2nd day of the experiment. The greatest change was noticed in mental demand, then effort and 

performance. The smallest change was noticed in frustration level.  

The change of each NTLx parameter was presented on a graph with no values of workload 

measurements’ results given. Due to this obstacle, this study cannot be used for statistical 

analysis. 

 

2.9.5 Monitoring pilots’ workload during an ultra long range trip 

The article [2] describes monitoring of pilots’ fatigue, sleep, and performance on ULR. The goal 

was to test some of the subjective fatigue collection methods on reliability to possibly later 

implement them into FRMS. Crew members were instructed to rate their workload via NTLx at 

the end of each flight. 

The results of NTLx measurements were not included in the study, thus the current study will 

be excluded from the list of chosen articles to be used in meta-analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
Objective methods for evaluation of fatigue in pilots 
 
 
Methods for objective evaluation of fatigue are supported by fact-based information, that could 

be measured. The biggest benefit of an objective fatigue assessment tools is them being  

Not dependent on mood and perceived feelings of fatigue, results are less fuzzy in 

interpretation. Objective fatigue measurements are often based either on monitoring of actual 

parameters of human’s body functioning as heart rate of eye movements or on evaluating the 

performance of a subject by asking him to repeatedly go through the same task over and over 

again to detect changes in performance parameters. In this chapter the following objective 

fatigue detecting tools are reviewed: voice analysis, PVT, physiological signals and eye 

movements. 

Detailed descriptions of those methods and articles chosen for the meta-analysis with clearly 

established results are given in the following subchapters. 

 

3.1 Voice Analysis 
Voice analysis is, essentially a graphical representation of an electronic speech recording of 

the subject’s voice. Each human is believed to have unique characteristics of speech, 

moreover, thus a potential automatic speech recognition of speech is possible, when phrases, 

recorded as a baseline are compared to the phrases recording under workload – on duty. 

There are numerous techniques of voice analysis and their enhances variations, but the most 

common detection of fatigue through voice is based on measuring deviations in voice, often 

on particular chosen vocals.   

Some articles, covering the topic of an accuracy and potential of speech analysis as a tool for 

fatigue detection are presented below together with measured values in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Meta-analysis of studies examining Voice Analysis method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2006 A voice analysis was 
proposed as a method for 
evaluating fatigue, the 
study measured the 
accuracy of the method.  
Speech recordings were 
compared at test and  
pre-test with the change of 
voice being tracked in 
changes of sounds ‘p’ and 
‘t’.  

6 in the 1st 
test  
2 in the 2nd 
test 

The correlation coefficient 
between time awake and 
changes in sounds ‘p’ (1) and ‘t’ 
(2) was discovered. A correlation 
between test sessions at 12-hrs 
and 78-hrs awake (3) was lower 
in comparison to tests sessions 
at 12-hrs and 39-hrs awake (4), 
thus indicating, that voice does 
change under the effect of fatigue 
during sleep deprivation.  

Pearson coefficient 
(1) r = -0.89 
(2) r = 0.67 
(3) r = 0.19 
(4) r = 0.82 
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2010  The study examined 
effects of sleep deprivation 
on cognitive performance 
of pilots. An analysis was 
performed on voice 
recordings at the 
laboratory after waking up 
and during the flight, on 
departure, at one stopover 
and on arrival. Maximal 
Lyapunov exponent λ, 
DAL and F0 were 
measured. 

2 Maximal Lyapunov exponent λ 
showed an increase for the 2nd 
recording, which could be caused 
by fatigue. Comparison of CVR 
showed that F0 parameter was 
lower during the recording on the 
ground (1) that during the flight 
recording (2). DAL is bigger 
during the flight voice recording 
(3), than during the ground voice 
recording (4). The parameters 
were growing under the 
workload.  

F0 
(1) 117.03 (16.10) 
(2) 130.61 (15.44). 
DAL 
(3) 9.32 (σ = 2.64), 
(4) 5.73 (σ = 1.22)  

2013 
 

The reviewed article 
presents results of an 
experiment conducted with 
an aim to prove 
effectiveness of a speech 
analysis with a Cepstrum 
Coefficient Speech 
Analysis for detecting 
fatigue in pilots. 

195 A positive correlation was found 
between speech deviation scores 
and PVT RTs and lapses (1). 
Speech deviation was not 
detected for an international 
crew, however domestic 
operation crew revealed a 
decrease from pre-trip (3) to post-
trip (4). In regional crew results 
indicated that speech deviation 
scores decreased from pre-trip 
(5) to post-trip (6), same as 
decrease between pre-trip (7) to 
post-trip (8) for the junior-level 
crew results. 

Spearmann test 
(1) R2s > .013, ps < .001 
T-test  
(3) 14.30 + 0.03; t1331 = 2.81; 
P < .01 
(4) 14.18 + 0.03; t1331 = 2.81;        
P < .01 
(5) 14.30 + 0.05; t419 = 2.33;  
 P < .05 
(6) 14.13 + 0.05; t419 = 2.33;  
 P < .05 
(6) 14.41 + 0.06; t457 = 2.60;  
P < .01 
(7) 14.20 + 0.06; t457 = 2.60;  
P < .01 

DAL - digital amplitude length, F0 - fundamental frequency, CVR - cockpit voice recorder, PVT - Psychomotor Vigilance Task, 
RT - reaction time 
	

	

3.2.1	An automatic speech recognition system (ASR) with correlation metric (CM) for 
detecting states of low vigilance in pilots 
The current paper [26] discusses first a reliability of a fatigue-detection via a speech recognition 

system, that has a big potential to be used for improving safety in aviation. Data from subjects 

were collected after a night of sleep deprivation, participants were asked to pronounce 

sentences with words from a special set of words. Later an analysis was performed to study 
the relationship of changes in pronunciation and fatigue and the accuracy of the proposed 

system. 

In the first part of the experiment, a correlation between changes in time, that participants 

needed to fall asleep, the sleep onset latency (SOL), and changes in sounds ‘p’ and ‘t’ was 

discovered. The time awake was a predicting factor for pronunciation of 79%, of sounds ‘p’ 

and 45% of sounds ‘t’. The circadian peak at 16:00 was discovered to affect fatigue in voice.  

Formant frequencies, that are connected to one’s level of alertness were evaluated and 19 of 

them showed great correlation with measured reaction time. Mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficients (MFCCs) were used to measure fatigue with analysis performed on sound ‘t’. 

MFCC vector was found to change with an increase of fatigue, as a correlation between test 
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sessions at 12-hrs and 78-hrs awake was lower in comparison to tests sessions at 12-hrs and 

39-hrs awake. 

The system with CM usage proved to be an effective tool for fatigue detection, as a receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted and the results indicated the ROC curve to 

have areas of 0.80-0.85 for the two subjects – indicators of a high prediction ability.  

  

3.2.2	Voice analysis to detect fatigue in pilots 

The main goal of the the current study [27] was to investigate the relationship between changes 

in pilot’s voice and fatigue. Two experiments were set: voice was collected in a laboratory after 

waking up to detect sleep inertia in LR flights, later voice recordings were collected from 

participating pilots on departure, at one stopover and on arrival during short-haul flights. A 

comparison was made between vowel pronunciation at cockpit and in laboratory. 

The digital amplitude length (DAL)	parameter, that could potentially indicate drowsiness was 

detected to jump, increasing, in the beginning of the 2nd recording.	During the 2nd experiment 

an observation was made, that vowels of recording 2 were having higher Maximal Lyapunov 

exponent λ values, but only for the 2nd pilot. The 1st pilot’s speech analysis showed the same 
result, but more subtle. Results might indicate fatigue, as the recording took place at 08:00 

after waking up.  

Comparison of cockpit voice recorder (CVR) during the flight and on the ground revealed some 

variations in fundamental frequency F0 parameter, as it was lower during the recording on the 

ground than during the flight recording. In the same part of an experiment DAL is bigger during 

the flight voice recording, than during the ground voice recording. Increasing workload was 

forcing those two parameters to grow. 

 

3.2.3 Fatigue detection with a Cepstrum Coefficient Speech Analysis 

The paper [28] presents results of a testing of a voice analysis system based on Cepstrum 

Coefficient modeling. Baseline speech models were created during test sessions with PVT 

tasks, those were later used for comparison to phrases recorded during actual flights before 

and after each workday and sleep from 195 pilots. 

Significant positive correlations were detected between speech deviation scores and PVT RTs 

and lapses, as the worse was the PVT performance, the higher the speech scores were. 

Speech deviation was not detected in international crew results, however domestic operation 

crew samples revealed a decrease from pre-trip to post-trip. Speech deviation scores 
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decreased dramatically post-trip in regional crew results, the same decrease was recorded for 

the junior-level crew results.  

The article confirms suitability of the chosen speech analysis method using a Cepstrum 

Coefficient for detecting fatigue in pilots on duty. 

 
 

3.2 Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT) 

Another frequently used method for assessing levels of fatigue objectively is PVT. PVT is a 

sustained-attention, reaction-timed task that measures the speed with which subjects respond 

to a visual stimulus – response speed (RS). The classic version of the PVT test is a simple 

task requiring participants to press the button as soon as a light turns on aimed at sustained 

attention, number of lapses in attention, response time or speed evaluation. Further versions 

of PVT will be discussed in the papers shortly described in table 3.2: PalmPilot PVT, OR test, 

Critical Flicker Frequency (CFF), Reaction time test, Sternberg dual-task test, the  

Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATB) and Operation Span Task (OSPAN). 

 
 

Table 3.2: Meta-analysis of studies examining Psychomotor Vigilance Task methods 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2019 The article presents 
results of a 24-hrs 
experiment conducted to 
examine the relationship 
between fatigue in pilots 
and their results of 
psychological and 
performance tests. 
Measurements included 
performance testing, using 
the so-called OR-test.  

8 Statistically significant differences 
between distributions in the 
observed measurements were 
found for the 1st  (1), 2nd (2), 3rd (3) 
and 4th (4) tasks. The longest 
response time was found for task 
1 (5), for task 2 (6), for task 3 (7) 
and for task 4 (8). The shortest 
times being (9), (10), (11), (12) for 
tasks 1,2,3 and 4 respective. 

Friedmann’s test 
(1) Χ2 = 33.66; P = 1.99×10-5 
(2) Χ2 = 30.07; P = 9.20×10-5 
(3) Χ2 = 12.95; P = 7.33×10-2 
(4) Χ2 = 67.28; P = 5.22×10-12 

Reaction time  
(5) 3382 ms;   P < .01 
(6) 3583 ms;   P < .01 
(7) 7922 ms;   P < .01 
(8) 9324 ms;   P < .01 
(9) 2673 ms;   P < .01 
(10) 2877 ms; P < .01 
(11) 6915 ms; P < .01 
(12) 7088 ms; P < .01 

2006  The study examined the 
relationship between 
international pilots’ amount 
of sleep, fatigue, and 
sustained attention before 
and after flights, it was 
also researched weather 
prior duty and sleep could 
be a marker for prediction 
of subjective fatigue and 
attention. A Palm Pilot 
based PVT was completed 
before and after each 
flight. 

19 A flight sector showed no effect 
on RS (1) but was revealed a 
significant that a stage of flight 
affected pilots’ mean RS the most 
(2). RS was increasing towards 
the end of flights in comparison to 
the start of duty, sleep in prior 24-
hrs turned out to be significant 
predictor of sustained attention 
(3). No interaction was 
discovered between flight sector 
and stage of flight (4) on RS. 

ANOVA 
(1) F3,21 = 1.06; P = .39 
(2) F1,21 = 7.97; P < .05 
(3) F = 0.1;        P = .005  
(4) F3,21 = 1.53; P = .24 
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2008  The current study 
investigated the effect of 
unscheduled naps on duty 
on alertness and vigilance. 
Coastal pilots participated 
in recording data during a 
single 28 day period or a 
two 14 day periods, when 
they completed a Palm 
Pilot based PVT every 4 
hours, at the end and at 
the beginning of flight. 

17 No significant changes of reaction 
time were detected during the 
test sessions. 

NA 

2015  The study’s goal was to 
track fatigue, sleep, and 
performance of pilots on 
ULR flights. It was also an 
aim to evaluate whether 
chosen methods for 
fatigue evaluation are 
accurate in order to 
implement them into 
FRMS. Performance was 
measured using a Palm 
PVT. 

81 PVT RS showed a decline from 
TOC to TOD for both flights (1) 
and was slower on the inbound 
flight than the outbound flight (2). 
The fastest 10% of responses 
were recorded on the outbound 
leg (3). Similarly, RS declined for 
the fastest (4) and slowest 10% 
of responses (5), and lapses (6).  

ANOVA 
(1) F 1, 96 = 11.97;  P < .001 
(2) F 1, 95 = 5.97;    P = .02 
(3) F 1, 89 = 10.60;  P = .002 
(4) F 1,91 = 5.35;     P = .02 
(5) F 1,97 = 12.44;   P < .001 
(6) F 1,96 = 15.79;   P < .001  

2014 The study offered 
subjective and objective 
SPIs for future FRMS and 
evaluated their accuracy. 
The performance on duty 
days was measured with a 
Palm PVT pre-trip and at 
TOD for subjects from 
airlines 1 and 3 and with a 
longer PVT at TOD only 
for subjects from airline 2. 

133 PVT response speed did not 
show a lot of variation between 
flights, as it was indicated from 
measurements of pre-flight RS 
(1), TOD RS (2), pre-flight 
slowest 10% of responses (3) 
and TOD slowest 10% of 
responses (4) among different 
flights.  

ANOVA 
(1) P = .757  
(2) P = .461 
(3) P = .048  
(4) P = .497 
  

2014  Air New Zealand set an 
experiment to test the 
accuracy of SAFE 
predictions on states of 
low vigilance in pilots. 
Data on performance were 
collected in a series of 
flights with the Pilot 
Alertness Test. 

324 The predicted by SAFE values 
were more correlated with 
subjective fatigue than with 
reaction time (1).  

Pearson coefficient 
(1) r = 0.57 

2019  Experimentally was 
investigated whether 
changes in static upright 
balance function and 
brain-blood oxygen 
parameters could be used 
as reliable indicators of 
pilot workload. Reaction 
time test and Sternberg 
dual-task test were used 
to measure performance. 

50  No significant differences in the 
answer and trace scores between 
the experimental (1) and control 
group (2) were discovered for the 
Sternberg dual-test task. 
Variation of response times, 
errors and correct answers were 
more prominent in the 
experimental (3) than in the 
control group (4). For the 
experimental group amount of 
correct answers dropped after the 
test on simulator.  

T- test 
(1) P = .142 
(2) P = .462 
(3) P < .001 
(4) P = .002 
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2018  The objective of the 
experiment was to 
investigate effects of 
a 24-hrs SD on fatigue, 
mood and performance of 
pilots. Performance was 
measured using the PVT. 
Reaction time and lapses 
in attention were 
assessed. 

7 The 24:00 measurements 
revealed more lapses in attention 
(1) and slower RTs (2) for the 
period with no sleep than for a 
period with a sleep opportunity. 
For a period with no sleep 
opportunity during the 24:00 
measurement more lapses in 
attention, compared to the 00:00 
(3) or 16:00 (4) measurements, 
and slower reactions, compared 
to the 16:00 measurement were 
recorded. Lapses in attention (5) 
and reaction time (6) showed an 
interaction effect. 

ANOVA 
(1) t6 = 23.029;    P = .023 
(2) t6 =22.627;     P = .039 
(3) F1.083,18 = 13.001,  
                            P = .049 
(4) F1.083,18 = 13.001;  
                            P = .039 
(5) F3,18 = 10.299;  
                            P = 0.030 
(6) F3,18 = 8.599; P = .001 
(7) F3,18 = 7.511; P = .002  

2016  A study was conducted to 
investigate the relationship 
between number of flight 
segments, especially 
landings and take offs and 
pilot’s fatigue and 
performance. A 
comparison was made 
between performance on a 
9-hrs duty day with many 
take offs and landings and 
a 9-hrs day with a single 
take off and landing, PVT 
test was used. 

24 Flying pilots had slower reaction 
time than monitoring (1). Prior 
sleep duration was discovered to 
be crucial for performance 
prediction (2). To be insignificant 
was found an interaction of 
condition and the number of test 
session (3), as well as an 
influence of the test number (4) 
on performance. Response 
speed was mainly affected by 
condition (5), the number of a test 
session (6), and an interaction 
condition x number of a test 
session (7).  Errors in PVT start 
time mostly were influenced by 
the type of the day (8). A modest 
correlation was revealed between 
SP subjective fatigue and PVT 
lapses (9) and a KSS subjective 
sleepiness and PVT lapses (10). 

ANOVA 
(1) F1,436 = 6.8;   P = .010  
(2) F1,436 = 20.5; P < .001 
(3) F9,437 = 0.9;   P = .52 
(4) F9,437 = 1.1;   P = .38 
(5) F1,437 = 15.4; P < .001 
(6) F9,437 = 2.1;   P = .031 
(7) F9,437 = 2.6;   P = .007 
(8) F1,437 = 12.8; P < .001 
Pearson coefficient 
(9) r = 0.26;        P < .001 
(10) r = 0.28;      P < .001 

2014  Presented paper 
discusses an accuracy 
and effectiveness of a 
PVT, along with methods 
for evaluating fatigue and 
sleepiness, investigated is 
also if PVT results could 
reflect sleep history during 
transmeridian flight 
operations. Pilots from 
multiple airlines were 
asked to undertake PVT. 

237 RS decreased with every 
additional hour of TST in 24 
hours prior to duty (1) and 
increased with every additional 
hour of duty prior to TOD (2). RS 
was slower before westward 
outbound than before westward 
inbound (3), eastward outbound 
(4) or eastward inbound flights 
(5). RS was higher for flights 
arriving between 14:00–17:59 (6) 
than between 02:00–05:59 (7) or 
06:00–09:59 (8). 

ANOVA 
(1) by RS = 0.004 resp./s  
(2) by RS = 0.03 resp./s 
(3) by RS = 0.3 resp./s  
(4) by RS = 0.3 resp./s;  
P = .0204 
(5) by RS = 0.3 resp./s; P = 
.0058 
(6) RS = 4.1 resp./s 
(7) RS = 3.9 resp./s;  
P = .0041 
(8) RS = 3.9 resp./s;  
P = .0050  

2015  The purpose of this 
research was to evaluate 
effects of varying levels of 
fatigue and workload on 
pilot performance and 
physiological responses, 
and to determine the 
ability of the BAM tool to 
accurately predict the risk 
of fatigue. Subjects were 
asked to do PVT during 
every test session.  

32 Rested and fatigued conditions 
showed different response time 
results, with fatigued pilots being 
faster (1). A correlation between 
change of the RT and rested vs. 
fatigued conditions was 
significant. Pilots became 
increasingly slower with every 
hour into the experiment (2) 
during the fatigued sessions. 
Lapses’ results differed between 
long and short haul flights, being 
higher for short hauls (3), but not 
over time and between rested 
and fatigued conditions. 

RT 
(1) 6.7 ms;        P = .0255  
(2) 2.30 ms;      P < .001 
Lapses 
(3) 1.09 lapses; P < .01  
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2014  A CFF test was used to 
measure performance in 
the current study that 
examined the efficiency of 
a series of test 
approaches aimed to 
provide physiological and 
psychological pilot fatigue 
assessments. 

21 Results indicated that CFF 
became significantly smaller after 
the experiment, with gradual 
change from before the test (5), 
after the 1st (4) and 2nd (3) time 
out of simulation cabin and after 
the trial (4). 

T-test 
(1) 39.666 +/- 3.19 Hz  
(2) 38.116 +/- 3.92 Hz 
(3) 38.34 +/- 62.49 Hz  
(4) 37.50 +/- 62.69 Hz 

2014  This study investigated 
whether a fatigue battling 
strategy offered to 
participants was effective 
for pilots on a westward 
ULR flight and return LR 
flight. Performance of 
subjects was assessed 
with PVT at crucial times. 

52 An analysis of results was made 
to draw correlations between 
response speed and time (1), 
crew position (2), and flight leg 
(3) and interactions of these 
different factors. 

ANOVA 
(1) F2,165 = 14.27; P < .001 
(2) F1,44 = 1.75;    P = .193 
(3) F1,166 = 5.64;   P = .019 

2012  The study investigated an 
influence of the layover 
length on sustained 
attention of long-haul 
pilots. Sustained attention 
was assessed using PVT 
pre-trip, during the layover 
and post-trip 

19 An effect of layover length on 
sustained attention (1) was 
proven, with longer layover 
resulting into better sustained 
attention. No correlation between 
time on duty and sustained 
attention (2), as well as between 
the interaction layover length x 
time on duty and sustained 
attention (3) was significant. 

Mixed-model regression 
(1) F1,123 = 12.5, P = .001 
(2) F10,28 = 2.1;   P = .0 
(3) F9,28 = .8;       P = .66 

2012  The effects of a 35-hrs SD 
on performance in a 
simulated flight were 
examined. MATB, OSPAN 
and a 10-minute PVT were 
used as a method of 
performance assessment. 
Tracking RMSE, 
OSCORE, TSCORE, 
lapses and other 
parameters were 
measured. 

10 RMSE changed dramatically 
across the SD period (1), getting 
drastically different from baseline 
on the 5th measurement (2). 
OSCORE (3) and TSCORE (4) 
were to a great extent influenced 
by fatigue. TSCORE reached a 
statistically significant low level at 
the 6th session measurement, 
while both TSCORE (5) and 
OSCORE (6) reached statistically 
significant low level at the 7th 
measurement. The number of 
PVT lapses grew with time (7), 
reaching a significantly different 
from baseline level at the 7th 
measurement (8), as well as 
MEDRT (9), MFRRT (10) and 
MRRT (11). The between-subject 
correlation was high (12). Low 
was a between-subject 
correlation of the RMSE and the 
change in flight performance (13). 

ANOVA 
(1) F5.43, 29.67 = 5.50; P < .05 
(2) P = .017 
(3) F4.04, 36.38 = 2.84; P = .038 
(4) F3.43, 30.90 = 2.73; P = .054 
(5) P = .017 
(6) P = .028 
(7) F2.42, 21.80 = 5.93; P = .006 
(8) P = .034 
(9) F2.28, 20.54 = 5.71; P = .009 
(10) F7.51, 67.56 = 31.29;  
P < .001 
(11) F3.35, 30.11 = 10.44;  
P < .001 
Pearson coefficient 
(12) r = −0.69 
(13) r = 0.22  

2011  The influence of a pre-duty 
sleep, pre-duty travel time, 
and workload on the 
alertness of pilots was 
measured. Helicopter 
pilots performed PVT 
sessions after waking up, 
pre-duty, halfway-duty, 
end-duty, and at bedtime 
during normal duty 
rosters.  

24 A correlation was established 
between sleepiness and RT (1) 
and between RT and tracking 
error (2). Higher age correlated 
with bigger tracking error (3) and 
longer RT (4). Shorter pre-duty 
TST tended to result in longer RT 
(5). Another correlation was 
found between longer duty and 
bigger tracking errors and longer 
RT during pre-duty (7), halfway 
duty (8), end-duty (9), and at 
bedtime (10). 

Pearson coefficient 
(1) r = 0.41; P < .05 
(2) r = 0.61, P < .05 
(3) r = 0.37; P < .05 
(4) r =0.61; P < .05 
(5) r = - 0.27; P < .05 
(6) rer = 0.52 and rRT = 0.70;  
P < .05 
(7) rer = 0.53 and rRT = 0.55;  
P < .05 
(8) rer = 0.50 and rRT = 0.37;  
P < .05 
(9) rer = 0.54 and rRT = 0.50;  
P < .05 
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2010  The relationship between 
an additional layover day 
and fatigue was studied in 
an experiment with pilots 
on two different duties: a 
two-pilot crew and a three-
pilot crew. Pilot Alertness 
Test was used as a 
method for measuring 
objective fatigue and 
performance. 

125 On Brisbane (1) and Los Angeles 
flights (2) an increase in RT was 
found, caused by an effect of 
order, both for outward and return 
routes. An interaction for leg x 
order was found for RT (3). 

ANOVA 
(1) F 1,134 = 58.6; P < .001 
(2) F 1,137 = 89.4; P < .001 
(3) F 1,124 = 26.1; P < .001 

2006  The goal of the article was 
to examine opportunities 
to recover before an 
inbound flight for pilots on 
short international flights. 
Subjects undertook a PVT 
before and after each 
flight. 

 19 A layover length x time of the 
testing interaction was found (1). 
A variation of RS across the 
flights was found (2), it varied for 
both the short (3) and longer (4) 
layover. The difference between 
the RS at the end of the outbound 
flight and pre-trip for the longer 
layover was not drastic (5). 

ANOVA 
(1) F3,51 = 4.3; P = .009  
(2) F3,51 = 6.9; P = .001 
(3) F3,24 = 5.8; P = .004 
(4) F3,27 = 5.4; P = .005 
(5) P = .073  

PVT - Psychmotor Vigilance Task, RS - reaction speed, ULR - ultra long range, FRMS - Fatigue Risk Management System, 
TOC - top of climb, TOD - top of descend, SPI - Safety Performance Indicator, SAFE - System for Aircrew Fatigue Evaluation, 
SD - sleep deprivation, RT - reaction speed, KSS - Karolinska Sleepiness Scale, TST - total sleep time, BAM - Boeing Alertness 
Model, CFF - Critical Flicker Frequency, LR - long range, MATB - Multi-Attribute Task Battery, OSPAN - Operation Span Task, 
RMSE - root mean square error, OSCORE - absolute OSPAN score, TSCORE - total number correct score, MEDRT - median 
reaction time, MFRRT - mean of the reciprocal of the fastest 10% of reaction times, MRRT - mean reciprocal reaction time 
 
 
3.2.1 A relationship between fatigue, workload and the results of psychological and 
performance testing 
OR-test, a variation of PVT test was used in this study [24] to assess a workload of subjects 

who participated in the test that included a simulated flight. The test was performed by 8 

participants in approximately 3-hrs intervals and was repeated eight times for each subject.  

Results indicated that subjects experienced the highest level of fatigue in early morning hours. 

The longest response time for task 1 was found in the 4th measurement and the shortest 

response time was detected at the 7th measurement, possible explanation might be that the 

subjects were too fatigued at the time of the 4th measurement, as they were awake for more 

than 20 hours during the morning hours, however the 7th test session took place in the daylight, 

the statistical difference has been found between the 4th and the 5th measurements. 

As for task 2, the longest response time was found in the 5th measurement, the shortest –  in 

the 6th measurement, results are supported by a  significant statistical difference between the 

5th and the 6th measurement, the 5th measurement took place when morning changed into the 

day.   

As for the task 3, the longest response time was detected again in the 4th measurement, the 

shortest – in the 8th measurement, it could be proven by a statistically significant difference 

between the 4th and 7th test sessions’ results. Measurements in task 4 indicated the longest 
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response time being found in the 1st measurement, the shortest – for the 8th measurement, 

possibly it being connected to the fact that subjects got accustomed to the test with every try. 

  

3.2.2 Sustained attention on international flights 

The current study [21] strived to investigate how does sustained attention, among other factors 

as fatigue and amount of sleep, change in 19 pilots before and after international flights, and 

a later assessment of the influence of prior and duty on sustained attention was made. Data 

were collected on return Australia - Europe flights on four sectors: Australia - Asia,  

Asia - Europe, Europe - Asia, and Asia - Australia. Subjects completed a 5-min PVT task before 

and after each flight. 

A stage of flight was shown to affect subject’s RT the most, as at the end of the duty response 

speed much slower than in the end of flights. The flight sector measurements were recorded 

showed no effect on response speed. For stage of flight and flight sector no interaction effect 

was discovered. 

 
3.2.3 A relationship between irregular naps and an alertness of pilots 

The paper [29] describes an experiment conducted with participation of 17 coastal pilots in 

order to assess the effectiveness of short irregular naps on duty on fatigue management and 

to investigate its influence of alertness. A PVT was used to measure performance and vigilance 

of pilots every 4 hours into the duty, at the beginning and at the end of duty. 

The study revealed no change of RT with increase of time on duty, it also detected no effect 

of circadian rhythms on RT.  

The current study published all the RT measurements plotted on a graph, with no precise 

values presented. Due to this and due to fact, that no change in RT was detected, the study 

will not be used in statistical analysis. 

 
3.2.4 Monitoring pilots’ sleepiness during an ultra long range trip 

The goal of analyzed study [2] was to assess an accuracy and effectiveness of chosen 

methods for detecting pilots’ cognitive states and their later implementation into FRMS. 

Measurements were made for 55 pilots on a Johannesburg-New York ULR flight. Subjective 

methods for evaluating fatigue and sleepiness were used in addition to Palm PVT that was 

used to assess performance during pre-flight, at TOC and at TOD, after landing and during a 

flight on both outbound and inbound leg.  
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RS was discovered to be, on average, higher on an outbound flight than on the inbound flight. 

RS was found to decline from TOC to TOD and be slower on the inbound flight compared to 

the outbound flight for both flight legs. The performance was found to decline across the flight 

similarly for all measurements of the fastest 10% of responses, the slowest 10% of responses 

and lapses.  

Analysis revealed no connection between PVT results and fatigue, sleepiness, total in-flight 

sleep or total sleep in the 24-hrs before to TOD. 

 

3.2.5 A crew performance evaluation method for FRMS implementation 

The study [3] offered various SPIs to be used for subjective and objective evaluation of pilots’ 

sleepiness, sleep, fatigue and performance and measured their effectiveness to possibly use 

then in FRMS. Data were recorded from 133 landing pilots during multiple test sessions during 

LR and ULR outbound and inbound flights. Palm PVT was used to evaluate the performance 

of pilots from airlines 1 and 3 pre-trip, at TOD and at TOD only for subjects from airline 2. 

Variations in PVT response speed were not as significant as variations of total sleep in  

24-hrs before duty or TOD, or time awake at duty start or TOD. PVT performance pre-flight 
and at TOD was found to be affected by departure time and the flight duration, RS was found 

to be faster for pilots with more sleep in the last 24-hrs and less time awake. 

The study found no statistically significant variations of RS using PVT, thus it will not be used 

in statistical analysis. 

 

3.2.6 Performance assessment as a fatigue indicator for further comparison to the 
predicted fatigue values of the System for Aircrew Fatigue Evaluation (SAFE) 

The study [4] by Air New Zealand aimed to test the effectiveness of SAFE bio-mathematical 

predictions of fatigue in pilots and its actual measurements recorded for 324 pilots during 

multiple flights conducted over a 10-year period. Performance was assessed using a Pilot 

Alertness Test developed by Air New Zealand, which is a sustained choice reaction time task. 

Predictions of SAFE tended to underestimate reaction time towards the start of a duty period 

and to overestimate it at the end and be more correlated with subjective fatigue than with RT.  

The study shows a possibility of PVT tasks to be used not only to assess pilots’ performance, 

but to also validate the accuracy of safety models, however, it provided little information about 

recorded reaction time values and their change throughout the flight, thus the study will not be 

used in statistical analysis.  
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3.2.7 Workload and performance assessment via static upright balance index and brain 
blood oxygen levels  

The current paper [25] set an experiment with an objective to test if it is possible to measure 

and predict pilot’s workload and performance by means of following changes in static upright 

balance index and brain blood oxygen levels. Sternberg dual-task test and RT tests were used 

to objectively measure subjects’ performance. Participants were divided into 2 groups: control 

(resting) and flight simulator one, later results of performance tasks were compared between 

those two groups. 

The experimental and control groups showed the same answer and trace scores before and 

after the simulator test results of the Sternberg dual-task test. As for the RT test, for the 

experimental group there was a noticeable difference in performance before and after 

simulated tasks, the amount of errors was bigger and the amount of correct answers was 

smaller, compared to the control group. 

 

3.2.8 The effect of a 24-hrs sleep deprivation on pilots‘ performance 

The current article [16] assessed various measurements of mood, fatigue and pilots’ 
performance to establish the effect of 24-hrs continuous SD on those parameters. 7 

participants were tested in two periods: with and without a 8-hrs sleep opportunity with testing 

period consisting of four testing sessions performed at 00:00, 08:00, 16:00 24:00. Objective 

fatigue in a sense of performance was determined using the PVT.  

Compared to the period with sleep opportunity, the no sleep opportunity period showed a lot 

more lapses in attention and slower reactions at 24:00 measurement. The 24:00 measurement 

in general revealed a higher number of lapses in attention than 00:00 and 16:00 measurement 

sessions in period with no sleep opportunity. Moreover, the 24:00 measurement was 

connected to the significantly slower reactions than a 16:00 measurement for a period with no 

sleep. A major interaction effect was discovered for lapses in attention and RTs.  

 

3.2.9 A fatiguing effect of take offs and landings 

The study [8] presents results of an experiment that took place during two simulated 9-hrs duty 

days: one with a single take off and landing, and another one with multiple take off and 

landings. The goal was to investigate how does a number of flight segments affect the pilots’ 

performance, among other factors. 24 participating were administered a PVT task 10 times on 

each simulator day. 
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Differences in PVT lapses results appeared to be increasing with a number of a test session 

for both types of days. RT was mostly affected by condition, by a number of a test session and 

by an interaction of condition x test session number, errors in a start time of PVT sessions 

were mostly affected by condition, the greater number of mistakes was made in a  

multi-segment duty day. Sessions’ results on a multi-segment day revealed greater fatigue 

compared to the results from a single-segment day. 

Monitoring pilots showed longer RT than flying pilots. Sleep prior to the duty was discovered 

to greatly influence performance on duty. Results indicated, that results of subjective and 

objective measurements of fatigue were moderately correlated. 

 

3.2.10 Performance during transmeridian flight operations 

The reviewed study [9] investigated if PVT and methods of assessing subjective fatigue could 

reflect sleep history and circadian phase. A total of 237 pilots of 4 airlines were asked to take 

part in PVT to measure their performance. Performance was assessed for relief and landing 

crews on inbound and outbound transmeridian flights pre-flight and at TOD, except for Delta 

Air relief crews, who were not doing PVT at TOD and Singapore Airlines pilots, who did not do 
a pre-flight PVT. 

Measured PVT RS showed an increase along to increasing time on duty. Sleep in 24-hrs prior 

to duty was shown to largely affect RS, increasing of prior sleep resulted in shortening or a 

RS, however no correlation between TST on duty and RS was found.  

RS pre-flight was significantly influenced by a domicile departure time, as well as the arrival 

time: RS was significantly higher for flights arriving at 14:00–17:59 hours than for flights arriving 

at any other time. Moreover, a direction and type of a flight affected RS too, as RS pre-flight 

was slower before westward inbound, eastward outbound or eastward inbound flights than 

before westward outbound flight.  

 

3.2.11 An impact of fatigue on performance of pilots during commercial flight operations 

The goal of the present research [10] was to investigate if varying levels of fatigue and 

workload have an impact on performance and physiological responses of pilots, moreover, it 

aimed to compare experiment measurements’ results to fatigue predictions of BAM. 

Participating 32 pilots were instructed to do a PVT with mean RTs and a number of lapses 

measured during each experimental session, data were recorded both under rested and 

fatigued conditions and long and short haul flights. 
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PVT lapses were discovered to be drastically differ between short and long-haul flights, being 

longer for long-haul flights. Nevertheless, lapses did not seem to be affected nor by time nor 

by the level of fatigue. There was a big difference between results of RT of rested and fatigued 

pilots, surprisingly, fatigued pilots had faster response. The change of RT and accumulation of 

fatigue were revealed to be closely correlated. An increase in duration of RT was detected for 

fatigued pilots, as pilots were getting slower and slower each hour into the experiment. Not to 

be significant was found the change of length of RT with time on duty for both long and short 

haul flights.  

 

3.2.12 Performance assessment before and after a simulated flight 

The article [17] describes an experiment that took place for 21 pilots in order to prepare a  

real-time test to measure physiological and psychological fatigue in pilots. As a part of that FAI 

test, CFF test was administered to pilots 3 times, including before and after the simulated flight 

to objectively evaluate their performance. 

The results of CFF indicated that the overall CFF became slower with time, which was 

statistically proven by a comparison of before and after the flight measurements. Pilots became 
increasingly more fatigued after the simulation experiment.   

 

3.2.13 Performance evaluation after an application of a fatigue mitigation strategy  

The study [12] examined the effect of fatigue mitigation strategy offered to pilots on ULR 

outbound and return LR flights. The mitigation strategy recommended, among other measures, 

a schedule of napping and breaks. 52 pilots have been divided into primary, operating take off 

and landing, and relief crews, and instructed to participate in PVT to measure their 

performance. 

RS was recorded to be faster on the outbound flight than on the inbound. Only the primary 

crew on the outbound flight results did not display a slowing down of the RS across the flight, 

pre-flight RS was faster than the RS at TOC and TOD, while, when comparing the RS at TOC 

and TOD, at TOC it was faster. Mean RS was similar for both groups of participants. 

 

3.2.14 An effect of layover duration on sustained attention 

The experiment [22] with 19 participants was set to assess the influence of a layover duration 

on sustained attention of pilots, as well as on fatigue during LR. Sustained attention was 

measured on a variation of PVT at a particular point during the flight.  
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Pilots with a short layover were revealed to have higher levels of sustained attention disruption, 

than ones with a long layover, thus a cruciality of a layover length was proven by a PVT. Time 

on duty or its interaction with a layover length were not found to have any correlation with 

sustained attention.  

 

3.2.15 Effects of sleep deprivation on cognitive performance  

The study [30] focused on an evaluation of the effect of a 35-hrs continuous SD on pilots‘ 

performance. 10 pilots participated in an experiment that included a 3-hrs flight in a flight 

simulator and three performance evaluating tests: MATB, PVT, and OSPAN. Root mean 

square error (RMSE), an absolute OSPAN score (OSCORE), a total number correct score 

(TSCORE), lapses, a mean of the reciprocal of the fastest 10% of reaction times (MFRRT), a 

mean reciprocal reaction time (MRRT) and a median reaction time (MEDRT) were measured. 

OSCORE and TSCORE showed signs of being strongly affected by accumulating fatigue, 

scores getting lower and lower with time into SD, as well as PVT. A dramatic change, 

compared to baseline, was detected in TSCORE starting from the 04:00 6th measurement, as 

well as in TSCORE and in OSCORE starting from 07:00 7th measurement. RMSE variated 
dramatically over the whole SD period, constantly increasing, while being different from the 

baseline measurement already at 01:00 5th measurement. No significant correlation between 

the change of MATB RMSE over the experiment and the change of in-flight performance of 

subjects was discovered. However, the correlation was high for the change in OSCORE with 

the change in flight period RMSE between subjects.  The number of lapses increased parallel 

to time into the test and growing fatigue, similar to MEDRT, MFRRT and MRRT, reaching a 

significantly different from baseline value at 07:00 7th measurement. Here the between-subject 

correlation was high. 

 

3.2.16 Performance of pilots during helicopter operations 

The article [20]  describes an experiment set with an aim to assess changes in performance, 

among other parameters, under a continuous 32-hrs SD. 24 participants were instructed to 

undertake a PVT test in each testing session, for each duty day a maximum amount of test 

sessions being five, to assess their RT. 

Pre-duty TST showed a significant effect on performance, the shorter TST being connected to 

longer RT, moreover, longer time on duty resulted in more tracking errors in performance and 

also in longer RT during pre-, halfway, and end-duty, and at bedtime. Halfway-duty 

measurements that had the biggest tracking errors and also longest RT were observed at  
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halfway-duty. Morning and evening duties showed approximately the same level of 

performance. As for personal pilots’ characteristics, elder pilots were reported to have a bigger 

tracking error and a longer RT. A correlation between RT and tracking error, as well as between 

sleepiness and RT was discovered. 

 

3.2.17 An effect of an additional layover day on performance of pilots  

The study [13] tries to evaluate an effectiveness of an additional layover day on reduction of 

fatigue. A total number of pilots of 125 participated in the study while being on an outward or 

a return flight on a route to Brisbane with a 1-day layover or to Los Angeles with a 1 or 2 day 

layover. Performance was assessed via Pilot Alertness Test 3 times on flights to and from 

Brisbane and 4 times on flights to and from Los Angeles. 

On both routes an effect of order within flight was discovered to affect the performance, 

following the reveal that a RT was getting longer on both destinations’ flights, the results were 

equal for the inbound and outbound flights.  

 

3.2.18 A profitability of short layovers on recovery of pilots 

The experiment described in the article [31] sets a goal of examining if short layovers are 

beneficial to some extent in helping international pilots to recover. In order to answer that 

question, 19 pilots were asked to participate in the study. Data from both the captain and the 

first officer operating were collected on the return flight from Australia to Los Angeles after 

pilots had either short of long layover.  

Great timing of the measurement x layover length interaction was found. A RS was changing 

for each type of flight after both long and short layovers, indicating, however, no statistically 

significant difference between RS for a longer layover, measured at the end of the outbound 

flight, and pre-trip.  

 
 
3.3 Physiological signals 
Physiological signals could be collected via measurements produced by physiological 

processes in human body like heart via electrocardiography (ECG), respiratory rate (RespR), 

skin resistance and temperature, EEG, skin temperature and many others. The signals are 

known to reflect changes in fatigue in individual's surrounding. Articles chosen for the  

meta-analysis, briefly described in table 3.3, and then analyzed in detail are just examples of 

some opportunities for using changes in physiological signals as indicators of fatigue presence. 
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Table 3.3: Meta-analysis of studies examining Physiological signals 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2019  The possibilities of using 
EEG for fatigue 
assessment are 
discussed in this paper 
while testing a new  
self-learning model for 
fatigue status recognition 
in pilots.  

 40 The presented learning model 
showed a high level of accuracy, 
it manages to detect the 
increase in fatigue over time 
with detected changes in EEG 
rhythms.   

 NA 

2019 
  

In this study, multiple 
physiological signals were 
monitored in subjects to 
predict pilot’s cognitive 
states. EEG, ECG, 
respiration and EDA 
signals were detected.  

 20 Increasing workload was 
reflected in decline of EEG 
power bands. Distraction 
influenced an increase in δ and 
γ power, mental fatigue – in δ, θ 
and α power and EDA 
parameters’ increase. HR was 
lowered by distraction and was 
growing with fatigue.  

NA 

2018 
 

EEG and fNIRS data were 
recorded during the tasks’ 
in simulated and real 
flights. The objective of 
the present study is to 
evaluate the effectiveness 
of a method developed to 
assess levels of fatigue.  

 4 The accuracy for fatigue 
prediction for both real (1) and 
simulated flight (2) was the 
highest when both EEG and 
fNIRS features were combined. 
For the simulated flight the 
accuracy for EEG only (3) was 
higher than for fNIRS only (4). 
Same was true for a real flight, 
the fNIRs only accuracy (5) was 
lower than the EEG only (6).  

Percentage 
(1) 87.6 % 
(2) 87.2% 
(3) 86.7% 
(4) 81.5% 
(5) 83.2% 
(6) 86.4%  

2019  The possibility for 
detecting in-flight fatigue 
in pilots with an aviation 
headset was determined.  
PPG and ECG data were 
collected during flight 
simulations and checked 
for drowsiness signs.  

 14 The HR rating results were 
highly correlated across all 
periods (1).  The HR decreased 
significantly (2) from the1st to the 
4th period of measurement.   

Pearson coefficient 
(2) 0.99 < r < 1 
 Kruskal Wallis 
(1) P < .05 
  

2018  The study presents 
results of 2 experiments 
on fatigue detection, 
where measurements of 
HRV and POMS during 
40-hrs of SD were taken 
in the 1st test and BR, 
SBP and HR were 
measured under the 
effects of physical 
Fatigue in the 2nd test. 

37 in the 1st 
test  
60 in the2nd 
test  

The RMSSD of HRV (1) 
decreased into the SD, HR (2) 
and LF/HF (3) rose in the 
evening on the 2nd day. 
Compared to control group, the 
test group had increased under 
workload HR (4), PR (5), and 
BR (6) parameters. PFI and 
SBP (7), HR (8), PR (9) and BR 
(10) expressed a correlation. 
MFI reflected changes in HR 
(11), SDNN (12), RMSSD (13), 
TP (14), VLF (15), LF (16), and 
LF/HF (17) parameters under 
the metal fatigue.  

ANOVA  
(1) F1,36 = 11.429; P = .002 
(2) F1,36 = 27.624; P < .001 
(3) F1,36 = 4.257;   P = .047 
t-test 
(4) t56 = 7.494;      P < .001 
(5) t56 = 3.995;      P < .001 
(6) t56 = 6.266;      P < .001 
Correlation 
(7) r = 0.300; F1,56 = 5.508;  
P = .022 
(8) r = 0.349; F1,56 = 7.758;    
P = .007 
(9) r = 0.383; F1,56 = 9.635,  
P = .003 
(10) r = 0.266; F1,56 = 4.282; 
P = .043 
(11) r = 20.170;  
F1,145 = 4.291; P = .040 
(12) r = .286;  
F1,145 = 4.291; P < .001 
(13) r = 0.207;  
F1,145 =6.483;  P = .012 
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(14) r = 0.255;  
F1,142 = 9.926; P = .002 
(15) r = 0.249;  
F1,142 = 9.378; P = .003 
(16) r = 0.212;  
F1,142 = 6.743; P = .010 
(17) r = 0.200;  
F1,141 = 5.831; P = .017  

2016  The study aimed to 
outline maneuvers that 
require the most attention 
from subjects. For that 
purpose, an experiment 
with a flight simulator was 
conducted for subjects, 
during 3 hours of their 
session a headset was 
recording their EEG.   

 5 Changes in EEG power bands 
reflected actual changes in 
workload and performance of 
subjects. It was not possible to 
determine an effect of each 
singular maneuver, however on 
overall they all did add to 
workload.   

 NA 

2015 The study was focused on 
investigating the 
relationship between 
attention and a flight 
fatigue. A mathematical 
model was created to 
pinpoint the focus of 
pilots’ attention, using 
measurements of EDA, 
HR and RespR.  

 16 The presence of fatigue was 
getting more obvious with 
increasing time, moreover, HR 
(1), Resp (2) and EDA (3) also 
showed changes under the time 
into the test.  

ANOVA 
(1) FHR9, 135 = 3.246,  
pHR = 0.001, η2 = 0.178 
(2) FRespR9, 135 = 4.325,  
pRespR < 0.001, η2 = 0.224 
(3) FEDA9, 135 = 1.496,  
pEDA = 0.155, η2 = 0.091  

2014  The investigation into the 
accuracy of predictions on 
fatigue of a proposed 
algorithm of automatic 
detection was launched. 
Recordings of EEG and 
EOG on LR flights were 
obtained.  

 14 Both the best false positive rate 
(1) and the best true positive 
rate (2) were recorded. The 
percentage of correct 
classifications reached 90% with 
β, (α+θ)/β ratio and fuzzy fusion 
(3), however the detection was 
not possible without (α+θ)/β ratio 
method and.  

RATE 
(1) 0.02 to 0.04 
(2) 0.87 to 0.92  
Kappa (κ) test 
(3) κ > 0.80 and AUC > 0.9 

2007  In this study the effect of 
caffeine on pilots’ 
performance in a flight 
simulator under a 37-hrs 
continuous SD was 
investigated. As for 
collected measurements, 
body temperatures of 
participants were 
collected, only axillary 
temperature was 
used in the analyses.   

 13 Axillary temperature was higher 
for the caffeine group (1). An 
effect of increasing time into the 
SD on temperature was found 
(2). The main effect of caffeine 
was found to be (3). KSS scores 
and axillary temperature had a 
negative correlation (4).  

Kruskal-Wallis test 
(1) 0.4°C;   P = .08 
(2) 0.3°C;   P = .197 
(3) 0.48°C; P = .004 
Spearman’s correlation  
(4) - 0.38;   P = .007 

2004 An investigation into the 
effects of a 37-hrs SD on 
a cognitive performance 
of pilots took place. The 
experiment was set with 
EEG data being collected 
in 2 power bands during 
simulated flights. 

 10 Time was found to drastically 
affect the increase in δ power in 
Cz (1), Pz (2) and Oz (3) 
electrodes placements. With 
closed eyes in resting period an 
interaction between time x eyes 
for δ power band was detected 
at Cz (4) and Pz (5). 

ANOVA 
(1) F3.13, 28.19 = 3.56;  
P = .0251  
(2) F3.70, 33.34 = 5.88;  
P = .0014 
(3) F2.42, 21.77 = 5.78;  
P = .0069 
(4) F2.43, 21.89 = 3.31;  
P = .0473 
(5) F2.20, 19.78 = 3.32;  
P= .0533   
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2001  The study investigated 
sleepiness and sleep in 
pilots on long-haul flights. 
EEG, skin resistance and 
eye movements were 
tracked on day and night 
flights for further 
cross-comparison of the 
results. 

 12 Generally, alertness was higher 
on a day flight than on a night 
flight (1). This effect was seen 
with skin resistance during the 
day (2) compared to night (3). 
SD affected levels of EEG δ (4) 
and θ activity (5), head (6) 
movement, and skin resistance 
(7). α (8) and θ (9) power bands 
were higher in wakefulness 
compared to sleep.  

 ANOVA 
(1) P < .05 
(2) 79.5 - 109.5 
(3) 87.4 - 134.3 
(4) 0.678 - 1.257 μV;  
      P < .05 
(5) P < .05 
(6) P < .001  
(7) 61.85 - 63.17;  
     P < .001 
(8) 1.840 – 3.021 μV vs 
4.082- 5.219 μV 
(9) 1.900- 3.625 μV vs  
2.480 - 3.483 μV  

1995 
  

Measurements of 
sleepiness were 
conducted in a two-pilot 
crew, for that purpose 
EEG recordings were 
made. Sleepiness was 
detected by the decrease 
in α frequency range 
power and the α rhythms 
desynchronization. 

22 The interaction flight x time 
showed an effect on alpha band 
power (1). A correlation between 
alpha peak frequency and the 
time effect (2) and the 
interaction flight x time (3) was 
significant. 

ANOVA 
(1) F = 2.399 ; P = .052 
(2) F = 6.845 
(3) F = 4.938 

EEG - electroencephalogram, ECG - electrocardiography, EDA - electrodermal activity, HR - heart rate, fNIRS - functional near 
infrared spectroscopy, PPG - photoplethysmogram, HRV - heart rate variation, POMS - profile of mood states, SD - sleep 
deprivation, BR - breathing rate, SBP - systolic blood pressure, RMSSD - square root of the mean differences of successive NN 
intervals, LF/HF - low frequency/high frequency, PR - pulse rate, PFI - Physical Fatigue Index, MFI - Mental Fatigue Index, 
SDNN - SD of normal to normal beats, TP - total power of the HRV spectrum, VLF - very low frequency, KSS - Karolinska 
Sleepiness Scale 

 
 

3.3.1 A self-learning model for fatigue status recognition via the EEG 

The presented article [32] discusses opportunities for EEG signal measurements to be used 

as an accurate fatigue predicting parameter. The experiment was set for 40 participants on a 

simulated 6-hrs flight, while their data on multiple physiological parameters was monitored. 

 Results of the testing were presented visually only, thus not allowing the study to be included 

into the statistical analysis. It was discovered that fatigue index graphs showed the same 

growing trend with time into the experiment across 4 measurements with different 

combinations of 4 rhythms of EEG signal, the change in the signal was very indicative. The 

fatigue status recognition using the fatigue recognition system presented was exceptional, on 

average reaching a success level of 91.67%.  

 
3.3.2 Detection of fatigue in pilots using a combination of physiological signals’ 
measurements 

An investigation [33] into the potential of using measures as EEG, respiration, ECG, and 

electrodermal activity (EDA) for detecting states of low vigilance in pilots was launched. A total 

of 20 participants were asked to take part in a monotonous night flight with additional fatiguing, 
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distracting and workload inducing factors in a flight simulator. EEG parameters were followed 

in 5 bands throughout the whole flight. 

As the workload increased, all EEG power bands were declining under its influence. Distracted 

state was accurately reflected in an increase in δ and γ power, while mental fatigue state was 

reflected by an increase in δ, θ and α power of EEG bands. In a similar way fatigue affected 

EDA parameters, their values grew sharply under fatigue. 

While compared to the wakefulness period, the detected heart rate (HR) was higher in a fatigue 

state and later decreased under distraction.  

The results of this study provide some valuable information on changes in physiological 

parameters under fatigue, however, they cannot be used in a statistical analysis due to the 

way of their presentation in boxplots and topographic maps of EEG band powers solely. 

 

3.3.3 Physiological signals-based interface for fatigue detection 

As a proposed tool to measure cognitive performance of pilots in-flight a passive brain 

computer interface was tested on accuracy of predictions in the following study [34]. The tool 

is based on EEG and a functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) parameters’ evaluation. 
4 subjects were asked to participate in real and simulated flights with diffing traffic patterns.  

For the real flight the success rate in identifying fatigue states in pilots reached its maximum 

by a combination of EEG and fNIRS parameters detection – 87,6%, for the EEG only the 

percentage was higher than for fNIRS only. The highest accuracy in detecting fatigue in a 

simulated flight was reached also by a combination of EEG and fNIRS parameters  

detection – 87,2%, the lowest it was when using fNIRS only. 

 

3.3.4 Assessment of fatigue with an aviation headset 

The study [35] focused on trustfulness of an aviation headset’s predictions on detection of 

fatigue in-flight. For the purpose of setting an experiment 14 participants were given a 

simulated flight task that included take off, climb and cruise phases with extended time to allow 

the workload to have an effect of fatigue. In the meantime, data on ECG and 

photoplethysmogram (PPG) were collected and 4 periods of measurements were used in the 

analysis (T1-T4). 

HR was found to be much lower in the 1st period, compared to the 2nd, the 3rd and the 4th period. 

PPG data collection was proven to be a reliable method for fatigue evaluation, as HR results 

across all measurements were strongly correlated. 
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3.3.5 A relationship between postural control and physical and mental fatigue  

The article [36] discusses how are changes in postural control reflected in changes in 

physiological and psychological signals’ measurement. A two-part experiment was set with 

the 1st part dedicated to a posturographic balance test with a heart rate variability (HRV), and 

a profile of mood states (POMS) data collected from 37 pilots under a 40-hrs SD. The 2nd 

part included collecting physiological signals as HR, systolic blood pressure (SBP) and 

breathing rate (BR) data from 60 pilots. For postuagraphic balance two indexed were 

calculated - the Mental Fatigue Index (MFI) and Physical Fatigue Index (PFI). 

Comparing testing and control groups of subjects, test group under workload had increased 

HR, pulse rate (PR) and BR parameters. 

Great changes that are indicative of fatigue presence were spotted in HRV already on the 2nd 

working day, compared to the 1st day:  HR and low/high frequency (LF/HF) parameters were 

discovered to rise towards the night, while the square root of the mean differences of 

successive NN intervals (RMSSD) of HRV sharply decreased after early into SD. 

The MFI and POMS showed a positive correlation. Moreover the MFI was also capable of 

reflecting changes in mental fatigue based on changes in physiological signals as HR, SD of 
normal to normal beats (SDNN), RMSSD, total power of the HRV spectrum (TP), very low, 

low and low/high frequency, while PFI expressed a positive correlation with SBP, HR, BR 

and pulse rate PR.  

 

3.3.6 Alertness of pilots during a simulated flight 

The next study [37] focused on a mechanism of a workload accumulation and investigated 

which maneuvers are requiring the most attention from pilots, thus being the most vigor 

demanding. 5 subjects were asked to participate in a 3-hrs flight in a flight simulator having a 

headset on, that was responsible for EEG signals collection. 

Analysis of EEG recordings revealed, the 1st subject was constantly improving his 

performance, while the 2nd subject completely lost his awareness during the last session, which 

corresponds to the increase in measurements of θ power band. 

In overall, every maneuver added to the collective workload, as shown by changes in β power 

band, however it was not possible to determine the effect and alertness consumption of each 

particular maneuver.  

Measurements results were presented in boxplots only, besides, even the authors of the article 

expressed a concern, that the results might not be considered precise enough due to the small 

number of participants. 
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3.3.7 Evaluation of mental fatigue via the attention allocation 

The objective of the study [38] was to examine a connection between pilots’ mental fatigue 

and their attention distribution, as those two factors are known to commonly have a correlation. 

The experiment was set with 2 flight simulator tasks, while data from 16 pilots were collected 

for further analysis. In addition to the eye movements being tracked, heart rate HR, EDA, and 

RespR parameters were also monitored.  

Time into the experiment was found to influence measured parameters as, HR, Resp and EDA 

to a great extent. Fatigue accumulation was proven to be accumulated by detection of changes 

in physiological parameters’ measurements.  

 

3.3.8 An automatic detection of states of low vigilance using EEG channel 

14 pilots were recruited into the experiment [10] aiming at assessing fatigue and sleepiness of 

pilots on real LR flights. For that purpose, an algorithm that continuously detects changes in 

EEG was used in addition on KSS subjective ratings. Later the article discusses the 

successfulness of this algorithm. The accuracy of predictions was rated by a kappa (κ) test.  

For 50% of subjects non-planned episodes of sleep were detected, mostly happening in 

periods of circadian low.  

Both false and true positive rates were recorded. The accuracy of detection for low vigilance 

states reached 90% while using β and (α+θ)/β power bands ratio and fuzzy fusion and area 

under the receiver operating characteristic curve, plotted to compare results being > 0.9. The 

system was proven to present accurate results with k > 0.80 only with the (α+θ)/β ratio method.  

 
3.3.9 An effect of caffeine on sleepiness in pilots 

The presented study [18] aimed at investigating the impact that caffeine has on sleepiness. In 

order to add the workload effect, all the tests were performed in a flight simulator under a  

37-hrs continuous SD. A total of 4 simulated flights took place for 13 pilots, divided into caffeine 

and placebo groups. In addition to subjective KSS ratings, axillary temperature, considered to 

represent the overall body temperature the best, was measured. 

Axillary temperature has shown a great variation, it was in general found to decrease with time 
into SD, being the highest on the 1st testing day afternoon. Although the axillary temperature 

was falling in both groups, the drop was sharper for a placebo group. KSS and axillary 

temperature were discovered to have a negative correlation, which proves that changes in 

axillary temperature are indeed reflecting sleepiness states accurately. 
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3.3.10 An influence of a continuous 37-hrs sleep deprivation on performance 

The objective of the study [39] was to investigate the influence of a continuous 35-hrs SD on 

pilots’ performance and fatigue with a help of multiple subjective and objective fatigue 
assessment tools. EEG signals were measured among other parameters in intervals of 5 hours 

towards the end of a SD period. 10 pilots were taking part in multiple cognitive performance 

tasks during a simulated flight. 

Absolute θ and δ powers were followed in EEG measurements at electrodes’ sites Cz, Pz, and 

Oz according to an international system. Time into the SD significantly affected the δ power 

band, causing it to increase at all three placements of electrodes. The effects of time into SD 

and closed eyes were interacting for δ power band in both Pz and Cz. 
 

3.3.11 A relationship between changes in physiological signals and an occurrence of 
sleepiness on a long range flight 

The article [40] covers a topic of LR flights being especially associated with a dangerous 

occurrence of sleep and states of sleepiness. EEG measurements were collected from 12 

pilots on LR flights that happened both during a day,	on the outbound westward flight, and 

night hours, on the return eastward flight. Additionally, electrooculogram (EOG) parameters 

were recorded, as well as wrist activity, head movements and galvanic skin resistance. 

Skin resistance parameter mostly showed change when pilots fell asleep, the resistance 

increased sharply at sleeping periods, compared to the baseline measurement both types of 

period on duty, after waking up the resistance was lower. The return flights’ values of skin 

resistance were higher, than those recorded during the day, which also might be attributed to 

the fact that return flights were night flights. 

Predictably, during sleep head movements were close to being absent, with opposite results 
in wakefulness period. 

As for EEG measurements, the most significant effect on it was discovered of wakefulness, as 

in awake periods α and θ power bands showed an increase. Alertness fluctuations were 

detected by changes in δ and θ power bands, which corresponded to lower alertness on a 

night return flight. δ and θ power bands were both higher in sleep period compared to just the   

sleepiness one. Overall EEG increased during periods of wakefulness even with short-time 

arousals. 
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3.3.12 Sleepiness in civil pilots during LR flights 

The reviewed paper [41] presents results of an experiment conducted with an aim of evaluating 

the occurrence of sleepiness in pilots on two night flights with a duration more than 10-hrs 

each. EEG recordings were collected with a headband from 22 subjects with eyes closed 

hourly after the take off.  

An increased sleepiness was detected by following two indicators: the desynchronization of α 

rhythms and the α frequency range power being lower. Α band power was much lower during 

the return flight. Both sleepiness parameters showed change during the return flight, which 

occurred at circadian low. Moreover, both parameters showed a dramatic change during the 

last hours of both flights, which is a clear indicator of fatigue accumulating with hours on duty.   

 
 
3.4 Eye tracking 
Various parameters acquired via an eye tracking have a potential to be used when assessing 

level of fatigue of states of drowsiness in pilots. The eye parameters are often subjected to 

involuntary change due to stimuli in subject’s surrounding, much like physiological signals in 

human body. The table 3.4 below obtains short descriptions of analyzed studies with results 

of their experiments with parameters as EOG, eye opening (EO), pupil diameter (PD) and other 

provided. 

 
Table 3.4: Meta-analysis of studies examining eye tracking method 

Year Method used Number of 
participants 

Conclusion Result 

2001  The study investigated 
sleepiness and sleep in 
aircrew during long-haul 
flights, aiming to evaluate 
the effectiveness of EOG 
for drowsiness 
detection. Eye movements 
were measured via EOG. 

 12 Late return flights were connected 
to greater drowsiness than early 
flights (1). Eye movements 
measurements also successfully 
recorded signs of sleepiness 
during the sleeping period, with a 
big influence of waking up on eye 
activity (2).   

ANOVA 
(1) P < .05 
(2) P < .001  

1998 
 

The study examined 
changes in sleep and in 
sleepiness between male 
and female pilots under a 
40-hrs continuous SD. 
EOG was used to detect 
phases of rapid eye 
movements to detect 
sleep.  

12 No correlation between gender or 
day and changes in sleep 
patterns was found, also gender x 
day interactions were not 
observed. The sleepiness was 
influenced by a 40-hrs SD 
interaction.  
 

NA 
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2009  This study evaluates the 
impact of sustained 
wakefulness and night 
flying on a flight 
performance, cognition, 
and alertness. EEG and 
EOG data were collected 
at the same time as an 
objective sleepiness 
assessment. 

 10 Eye movements were detected to 
accurately pinpoint that subjects’ 
eyes are closed during the resting 
phase of flight. 

NA 

2012  This study examined the 
effects of 35-hrs SD on 
cognitive tasks 
performance during a 
simulated flight. Eye 
tracking data were 
collected via EOG.  

 10 Eye tracking data were used in 
comparison and as a validation to 
PVT, OSPAN and MATB 
parameters measurements. 

NA 

2013  The goal of the experiment 
was to investigate the 
influence of a 32-hrs SD 
on cognitive performance 
of pilots. For that purpose, 
eye movements were 
recorded 

 4 Saccade amplitude of all 
participants subjects decreased 
along with SD and reached 
significant level (1). A consistent 
decreasing trend of the index of 
the average saccade velocity was 
discovered. Three subjects 
reached its significant level (2) at 
11:00 on the 2nd day. The 
indicator of average fixation time 
increased through the SD as well.  

ANOVA 
(1) P < .05 
(2) P < .05 

2015  The research was aiming 
at investigating the effects 
of varying levels of fatigue 
and workload on pilot’s 
performance and 
physiological responses, 
additionally the accuracy 
of BAM predictions was 
tested. Polysomnography 
was used to collect data 
on eye movements and 
heart rate. 

32 No correlation between fatigue 
and blink rate was discovered.  

NA 

2015  The research strived to 
look into the relationship of 
fatigue and attention of 
pilots during a flight. For 
eye tracking Smart Eye 
Pro was used, the 
following parameters were 
follower: the fixation 
distribution, PD and eyelid 
opening EO. 

 16 Comparison of PD between the 
1st (1) and the 10th (2) session 
revealed a decrease in measured 
values across the sessions. The 
same decrease for and EO was 
noticed from the 1st (3) to the 2nd 
(4) session. A time into the 
experiment had a significant 
influence on both PD (5) and EO 
(6), which accurately depicts the 
increase of fatigued state in 
subjects. 

ANOVA 
(1) 3.71 ± 0.85 mm 
(2) 3.30 ± 0.75 mm 
(3) 10.26 ± 1.91 mm 
(4) 9.66 ± 1.54 mm 
(5) FPD 9, 135 = 2.619;  
PPD = .008, η2 = 0.149 
(6) FEO 9, 135 = 2.851;  
PEO = .004, η2 = 0.160; 
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2019  The study examined 
whether eye movements 
could be a reliable 
parameter to follow for 
fatigue levels assessment. 
Visual research and 
simulated flight tasks were 
completed by pilots, while 
their eye movements have 
with parameters as 
PERCLOS and BF been 
recorded.  

 14 Fatigue was correlated with both 
BF (1) and PERCLOS (2), while 
those 2 parameters were 
correlated between each other 
(3). PERCLOS and BF were at 
their lowest level at the wake up 
and rapidly increased into the 
testing period. 

Pearson coefficient 
(1) r = 0.605  
(2) r = 0.722 
(3) r = 0.712 

EOG -	electrooculogram, SD - sleep deprivation, EEG - electroencephalography, PVT - Psychomotor Vigilance Task,  
OSPAN - Operation Span Task, MATB - Multi-Attribute Task Battery, BAM - Boeing Alertness Model, PD - pupil diameter,  
EO - eyelid opening, PERCLOS -	percentage of eyelid closure over the pupil, BF - blinking frequency   
  
 
3.4.1 Vigilance during long-haul flights and changes in physiological parameters 

The study [40] set an aim of examining sleepiness of pilots on LR flights, testing if changes in 

physiological parameters indicate drowsiness accurately. 12 pilots flying a LR flight at both day 

and night participated in the study. Eye movements were recorded via an EOG, among other 

methods of objective fatigue assessments, to detect states of non-alertness. 

A testing in a so-called control period was done, with eyes closed some subjects showed 

detected signs of sleepiness, and later wakefulness was significantly correlated with an eye 
response, as eye activity was much less active during the sleepiness periods compared to 

awake periods. Eye movements, as eyes being open to some extent, established that late 

return flight was connected, predictably, with lower vigilance levels. Following of the eye 

movements was also able to detect slight sleepiness in wakefulness periods, abrupt sleepiness 

and short arousals during the sleep period. 
 

3.4.2 Effects of a sleep deprivation of 40 hours on sleep and sleepiness of male and 
female pilots 

12 pilots participated in the study [42] aiming to measure differences in reaction and change 

in physiological measurements between male and female pilots under a 40-hrs SD. Rapid eye 

movements were successfully detected as one of the means of detecting sleep via the EOG 

after a flight in a flight simulator.  

Further results stated that there was no correlation between gender or day and changes in 

sleep patterns, also gender x day interactions were not observed. The sleepiness was 
influenced by a 40-hrs interaction.  

The study provides no results of measurements of rapid eye movements, except for 

conclusions, thus it will not be used for a statistical analysis. 
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3.4.3 Effects of a 37-hrs SD on cognitive performance and physiological arousal 

The article [39] describes a study with and aim of measuring the effect of a SD and a night 

flying on wakefulness and performance of pilots. Tests were conducted on a flight every 5 
hours during the last phase of the 37-hrs SD. EOG together with EEG data were collected from 

10 subjects. The EOG was mostly used to detect when pilots’ eyes are closed in order to 

continue with the EEG measurements in a resting part of a testing. 

The study does not provide comprehensive data on eye movement measurements; thus, it will 

not be included into the statistical analysis. 
 
3.4.4 Effects of sleep deprivation on cognitive performance  

The investigation into the effect of a 25-hrs continuous SD on performance of pilots took place 

[30].  10 participants took part in a simulated 3-hrs flight in a flight simulator after which EEG 

and eye tracking data were collected in order to assess physiological state objectively, the 

procedure was repeated 10 times. 

Data obtained from eye tracking were used in comparison and as a validation to PVT, OSPAN 

and MATB parameters measurements, however, the data are not included in the paper. The 

study is not suitable for statistical analysis. 

 

3.4.5 An effect of a 32-hrs continuous SD on physiological signals 

The study [19] focused on measuring the effect of a 32-hrs continuous SD on physiological 

parameters of pilots, as well as their fatigue. Data on eye movements was collected during 

simulated flights on various FL in measurements that occurred at 11:00 on the 1st day, then at 

15:00 and 04:00 on the 2nd day and later at 11:00 and 15:00.	 

Eye movement indices of pupil area decreased with time into SD, same as the index of average 

fixation revealed an increase along with time into SD trend, reaching the maximum value in 

final hours of SD. Compared to mentioned above parameters, pupil size change showed a 

consistent narrowing trend for all subjects, though reaching the significant level of narrowness 

at different times. Saccade amplitude and the index of saccade velocity were closely followed 

and were found to be constantly decreasing as well along with time into the SD. Saccade 

amplitude was significantly low in comparison to the baseline at 11:00 on the 2nd day, as well 

as an index of saccade for 3 subjects.  
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3.4.6 An impact of fatigue on commercial flight operations 

The article [10] presents results of a research into the relationship between fatigue levels and 

performance and physiological responses of pilots, moreover, the comparison of test sessions’ 

measurements and predictions of BAM tool on fatigue was made. Simulated flights sessions 

took place for 32 subjects with their eye movements being recorded with a polysomnography. 

The focus was made on recordings of the blink rate, however, it, as some other objective 

fatigue assessment tools did not show to be affected by the fatigue, possibly due to fatigue 

level being different for each individual as a biological species. 

 

3.4.7 Allocation of pilot’s attention under fatigue 

The current study [38] is aiming to examine how does fatigue affect a change in attention 

allocation in pilots, as it is well known to degrade with increasing drowsiness. 16 participating 

pilots took park in a simulated flight when their eye movements have been tracked to allocate 

the focus of attention, measuring such parameters as the fixation distribution, PD and EO. 

PD and EO were greatly affected by the time into the experiment across the testing period with 

the pupil diameter becoming increasingly smaller at the 10th session compared to the 1st one, 

thus accurately reflecting the increasing fatigue. 

 

3.4.8 Detection of fatigue with eye movement analysis 

The study [43] speculated if eye movements could be a reliable parameter to track when 

measuring the level of fatigue in pilots. For that purpose and experiment with 14 pilots, who 

were asked to participate in a simulated flight with objective and subjective methods for fatigue 

assessment used during the test took place. The change in percentage of eyelid closure over 

the pupil time (PERCLOS) and blinking frequency (BF) were closely monitored.   

A significant correlation was found between PERCLOS and fatigue and BF and fatigue, 

growing parallel to each other, as well as between BF and PERCLOS. 

The change in followed parameters was such that PERCLOS was getting higher across the 

fatiguing period of testing, the same sharp increase was detected in BF.  
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Chapter 4 
Statistical analysis 
 
 
The current chapter is dedicated to the statistical analysis of the results achieved in described 

in previous chapters studies, which are collected by means of the meta-analysis.  

The statistical analysis was performed on results of each separate group of studies that are 

dedicated to exploring and usage of one particular type for fatigue assessment, where it was 

possible. Later on statistical analysis was performed separately for objective and subjective 

fatigue evaluation tools and finally an overall cross-studies statistical analysis took place with 

the goal of finding similarities in accurate detection of low vigilance states in pilots by various 

fatigue measurement tools across all reviewed articles. 

Into statistical analysis were only included articles that supported their findings by presenting 

clear results of their experiments in a form of actual values measured throughout the tests, 

those results were deemed reliable and trustworthy enough to be a subject of analysis. To that 

topic, quite a lot of articles that were used in the meta-analysis, though reaching significant 

results, that are very similar in particular points to the findings of the majority of presented 

articles, were, however, impossible to include in the statistical analysis, the reason for that 

being their choice the results’ illustration of the in-test measurements with histograms, line 
graphs, scatterplots or radar graphs, without sharing actual measured numeric values, 

especially common was this type of results’ presentation for an overall change of some 

parameters with time or when a correlation was discovered. Moreover, there was an obstacle 

in statistical analysis performance on some groups of articles, united by the topic of usage of 

a particular fatigue evaluation tool, as either the number of studies in those groups collected 

via the meta-analysis was too small, or there was a problem in the way the result’s findings 

were given. However, I still deemed it appropriate to at least touch the subject of those methods 

for subjective fatigue measurement actually being used in aviation for sleepiness or fatigue 

evaluation of pilots. 

In-group statistical analysis was not performed for studies in groups dedicated to Epworth 

Sleepiness Scale, Visual Analogue Scale, Rating of Perceived Exertion, Global Vigor Scale 

and NASA Task Load Index. 

An absence of sufficient data in the automatic fatigue detection system study [11] narrowed 

down the number of analyzed articles about ESS with recorded data in them just to one, which 

makes it impossible to perform a statistical analysis on this current group or articles.  
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2 out of 3 chosen for the meta-analysis articles on VAS did not provide any numeric data 

regarding the results of the fatigue measurement via the VAS due to either them being identical 

to ones achieved via SP method or being too irrelevant. Thus, the statistical analysis could not 

be performed in this particular group of studies. Nevertheless, the 2nd study in this group [13] 

showed a potential for its results to be compared with results of other methods’ studies in the 

same category of research. PRE and GVS methods were presented by one article only each. 

Out of 5 chosen articles that describe an experiment where NTLx was used to evaluate a 

workload of participating pilots, only 2 presented measured values of NTLx parameters and 

discussed the change of each of those parameters throughout the testing period, those articles 

have a potential to be included into the cross-studies statistical analysis, however their results 

were not very diverse. Unfortunately, out of 8 chosen for meta-analysis articles that describe 

eye tracking method for fatigue detection, 3 did not include actual measured values and 1 

additional article stated that no statistically significant changes in eye movements in regard to 

fatigue were recorded. The rest of the articles were focusing on too different parameters 

connected to eye movements, thus the proper statistical analysis was not possible within the 

group, however, the results of the mentioned above studies could be compared with those of 
other fatigue evaluation tools, both objective and subjective, as even on such a small sample 

of experiments the successfulness and accuracy of the eye tracking method in detecting states 

of low vigilance was high.  

The total rating for successful detection of fatigue could be seen for subjective methods in 

figure 2, for objective methods – in figure 4. 

 

 

4.1. Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing 
subjective fatigue assessment tools 
 
In general, multiple methods used in this group of studies showed similarities in experiments’ 

outcomes. KSS [10] and ESS sleepiness [15] both revealed that sleepiness on short and long 

range flights was not the same. Longer prior TST affected, in a positive way, parameters in 

almost all methods’ studies, more precisely - in 11: it reduced KSS [1,6,7,8,9], SSS sleepiness 

[20], SP fatigue [2,6,7,8,9,13,21,22], VAS fatigue [13] and fatigue severity via FSS [16] and, 

on the contrary, increased vigor via GVS [20]. Both KSS [9] and SP ratings [2] detected a 

beneficial effect of on-duty sleep for sleepiness and fatigue reduction in pilots. Fatigue being 

higher with increasing workload was at the same time detected by SSS [20], SP [8] and NASA 

methods [5]. In addition to KSS sleepiness ratings greatly varying between inbound and 

outbound flights [1,2,13], the same effect was discovered for SP [2] and VAS fatigue [13] 

ratings. Moreover, both SP and KSS methods pointed out that individual characteristics of 
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subjects might have affected sleepiness and fatigue [8]. The timing of a flight was significant 

for GVS vigor and SSS, evening flights were associated with lower vigor and higher sleepiness 

levels, in analogy with times of arrival and departure or duty start and finish times greatly 

influencing KSS sleepiness in 5 studies and SP fatigue in 5 studies. Detailed results of the 

statistical analyses in each particular group of studies dedicated to a specific subjective fatigue 

measurement method are presented below, including a graphical representation of effects on 

fatigue, detected by each individual subjective assessment tool in figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The effectiveness of subjective methods for fatigue evaluation	
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 Figure 3: Parameters affecting fatigue detected by individual subjective tools 

 
 
4.1.1 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing Karolinska Sleepiness 
Scale method 
 
In total 14 studies on KSS were collected as a result of the meta-analysis with 2 studies not 

presenting any significant results and 2 presenting no results in terms of measured values. 

The common observed change in sleepiness was its increase with pilot’s time being awake, 

as it was noticed in 8 experiments [2,5,6,9,10,12,13,14], similar change of sleepiness with time 

into the flight, probably affected by the accumulation of sleepiness was discovered in further 3 

studies [1,3,10]. In multiple studies was confirmed a significant beneficial effect of a longer pre-

duty TST [1,6,7,8,9], a total of 5 studies revealed that result, only 1 experiment discovered no 

effect of a prolonged layover on fatigue [13]. Comparisons between operating and relief crews’ 

fatigue levels were detected by KSS in 3 papers [1,9,12], as well as between inbound and 

outbound flights in 4 papers. Return flights were connected to higher, compared to outbound 

flights, level of sleepiness [1,2,13]. 2 studies assessed the same non-changing levels of 

sleepiness on post-flight days [1,2]. KSS ratings established, that a schedule of a flight has a 

significant impact on sleepiness measured either before, during or after the flight. In particular, 

the flight arrival time, as well as a duty finish time were influencing sleepiness in 3 studies 

[5,7,9], with sleepiness being at its highest for flights arriving late at night or early in the 

morning. Similarly, the departure or duty starting times were discovered to effect fatigue in 2 
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studies [6,9], here the highest KSS ratings were from pilots starting their duty between 00:00 

and 06:00. The direction of a flight seemed to have an impact on KSS ratings in 2 studies 

[9,14].  

 

4.1.2 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing Fatigue Severity Scale 
method 
 
Only 3 studies that provided a description of a FSS usage as a subjective method for evaluating 

fatigue in pilots were included in the meta-analysis. Due to the little data obtained from all 3 

studies altogether and due to the uniformity of results in terms of data recorded, it was not 

possible to perform an extensive statistical analysis on this particular group of studies except 

for underlining, that FSS in 2 studies provided results indicating a gradual increase in fatigue 

severity parallel to hours on duty or throughout the testing session [15,16].  

 

4.1.3 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing Stanford Sleepiness 
Scale method 
 
The review of the chosen 3 articles on SSS revealed an opportunity to perform a statistical 

analysis on how sleepiness increases across testing periods or time on duty and to study the 

effect of a continuous SD on sleepiness. 2 studies revealed ratings of SSS indicating higher 

sleepiness after a duty or testing period, compared to its beginning, with sleepiness increasing 

parallel to hours on duty [18,20]. Effects of the SD were also clearly reflected on sleepiness in 

2 studies [18,19]. 

Further analysis of other results will be possible comparing data collected, for example, with 

SSS and KSS, as many similarities in sleepiness levels’ fluctuations were found by both of 

those subjective sleepiness measurement methods. 

 

4.1.4 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing Samn-Perelly method 
 
As for the SP method, 14 studies representing the usage of SP method in assessing fatigue 

levels of pilots were chosen for the meta-analysis. Not significant enough to be included into 

the statistical analysis were found 4 of those papers. 

The direction of flights, during which ratings of SP were collected, were discover to effect SP 

ratings in 2 studies [9,21]. In other 2 studies noticeable differences were found in SP ratings 

of relief and operating crews. 8 studies agreed, that a prior TST and layover duration were 

accurate predictions of collected fatigue ratings [2,6,7,8,9,13,21,22] and that fewer sleeping 
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hours resulted into higher SP ratings. In 6 experiments SP scale revealed a significant effect 

of time on duty or into experiment on fatigue increase [2,8,9,12,21,22], higher fatigue being 

detected in the later stages of flight or a later test session. SP ratings of pilots, who started 

their duty or had a flight departing later in the evening or at night were higher compared to 

rating of pilots who had a morning duty in 3 studies [5,6,9], being the highest for departures 

between 00:00-06:00 and the lowest for departures between 12:00 – 18:00. SP ratings also 

reflected a change in fatigue in subjects with varying arrival of the flight of finish of the duty 

time in next 2 studies [7,9], additional study just underlines an impact of pilot flight’s schedule 

on fatigue [13]. 

 

 

4.2 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing 
objective fatigue assessment tools 
 
As statistical analysis and results of the reviewed studies revealed, physiological signals, being 

very diverse, in general seem to share a high accuracy in predicting states of low vigilance, as 

it was discovered, they do respond to the same stimuli.  

The effect of time on duty or into the experiment was probably the one inducing change in the 

most measured parameters in the articles chosen for the meta-analysis. 2 studies on voice 

detection [26,28], 8 studies on PVT [2,10,12,16,17,20,21,24], 6 studies on physiological 

signals measurement [35,36,38,39,40,41] and 2 studies on eye tracking [38,43], respectively, 

with changes in various parameters indicated a change in parameters’ values and levels under 

time. A SD was directly negatively affecting parameters of both eye tracking [19] and 

physiological signals measured [18].  

Growing workload was detected by not only PVT tests, showing a decrease in performance 

[8], but with changes in voice [27] and in multiple physiological signals – HR, PR, BR [36]. 

Below are presented the results of the statistical analyses in each particular group of studies 

dedicated to a specific objective fatigue measurement method in details, including the 

graphical representation of detection frequency of effects on fatigue detected by individual 
objective tools in figure 5.  
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     Figure 4: The effectiveness of objective methods for fatigue evaluation 
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4.2.1 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing Voice Analysis method 

Due to the fact, that multiple articles that were evaluated in order to be included into the  

meta-analysis were lacking results of the measurements, or having the results not being 

included in the study in a presentable way, or having the main focus on the study being not the 

fatigue detection via the speech analysis, but something else, only 3 studies were selected.  

The common ground for all 3 articles was that the voice analysis systems were perfectly able 

to detect changes in sounds in speech with fatigue increasing. Specifically, 2 studies [26,28] 

revealed, that changes in voice were becoming more prominent and often with increasing time 

into the flight or the experiment session, being drastically different pre- and post-flight. 

 

4.2.2 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing Psychomotor Vigilance 
Task method 

A total number of the reviewed as a part of the meta-analysis articles with PVT method results 

being underlined was 18, however, 3 studies were not included into the statistical analyses 

due to either not presenting significant results or due to a PVT being used as a side 

measurement and not paid sufficient attention. 

As for a PVT method the most common evaluated parameters were RT and lapses. RT was 

commonly found to get slower with more time into the flight or into the experiment, with each 

new test session, as was proved in 7 studies [2,10,12,16,20,21,24]. The increasing amount of 

errors [20] and lapses [16] in performance and lowering of the sustained attention, as well as 

a decrease in CFF [17] were also the results of time influence. The PVT twice showed a 

difference in RT between outbound and inbound flights [2,13]. The method also repeatedly 

indicated, that prior shorter TST negatively affects RT and sustained attention, as discovered 

in studies in the previous chapter [8,9,16, 20, 22, 31]. 

 

4.2.3 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing physiological signals 
measurement method 

12 articles were included into the meta-analysis, that described an actual experiment for fatigue 

assessment with the help of physiological signals’ measurement. 3 articles did not present any 

values measured in the study or did not include statistical analysis results. Other 2 articles only 

provided results on success rates and accuracy of algorithms and systems for automatic 

detection of low states of vigilance in pilots, that were essentially working on a mixture of 

multiple psychological signals measurements being evaluated. Although it does prove the 

efficiency of physiological signals’ monitoring for detection of fatigue and shows a perspective 
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of them being potentially used in aviation, I did not include those 2 studies into the statistical 

analysis, as it is not possible to predict which particular followed parameters changed, in which 

way and under what influence. 

The most common parameter measured – the EEG was proven to be a great marker of 

fatigued states, increasing, it was mostly affected by the time passed on a duty [39,40,41] or 

workload [39], but it also reflected higher levels of fatigue during night and return flights, 

decreasing [40],  

HR, was discovered to slow down with an increasing time into the flight or into the experiment 

[35,36,38] and to be higher under workload for a test group, compared to the control one [36], 

thus being correlated with increasing fatigue. The effect of time was also discovered on 

recorded EDA [38], its parameters were growing with time, as well as the values of RespR 

[38]. 

An increase in PR and BR under a workload was detected [36]. A skin resistance showed the 

most prominent change between sleep and wakefulness, being higher during subject’s sleep 

[40]. It also was lower during day the day flight, compared to the night one. Finally, axillary 

temperature was decreasing in a test under effect of SD and time [18]. 
 

4.2.4 Statistical analysis of data provided by articles describing eye tracking 
measurement method 

Into the meta-analysis were included 8 studies that used eye-tracking as a method of 

evaluating fatigue in pilots. Out of the total amount of the reviewed articles, 3 could not be 

included into the statistics analysis, as they achieved particular important results, nevertheless 

did not provide any actual measurements taken during the test. Additional article did not 

discover any significant correlation between eye movements and fatigue. 

In each of the reviewed studies, a totally different parameter was followed. An accumulating 

SD was detected accurately by the change in eye movement parameters: saccade amplitude 

and index of average saccade velocity, which were decreasing, while average fixation time 

was only increasing [19]. An EOG parameter was much higher during early morning outbound 

flights and reflected increased fatigue on late return ones [40]. The effect of time was consistent 

with changes in multiple eye tracking parameters. PD and EO were getting lower each new 

test session along with time [38], while PERCLOS and BF, on the contrary, were increasing 

[43]. 
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4.3 Cross study statistical analysis of results 

An overall analysis of articles included into the mate-analysis was quite a tricky task due to the   

heterogeneity of the results in those studies and parameters measured. Particular obstacle 

was sometimes to figure out whether 2 studies are investigating the influence of the same 

stimulus or condition, as there are many ways to name an object of focus and it is not always 

clear if two terms are similar in regards to the mechanism of fatigue accumulation. Thus, fatigue 

increase with time, fatigue increase in the end of duty, compared to the beginning of it (or 

difference between pre- and post-flight fatigue) and fatigue increase with hours being awake 

in different contexts could mean the same or different things, when, for instance some longer 

time might pass between waking up and actually starting a duty for pilots. Another example 

being: fatigue levels being different between morning and evening departures/arrivals, 

between early/late starting/finishing duty, between early/late starting/finishing flight and 

between morning/evening or day/night flights, again, depending on the context, those 

parameters could be same or different completely. 

As the meta-analysis of articles proves, signals of accumulating fatigue could be hidden in 

changes of varied subjective and objective fatigue parameters, that do not seem to be 

connected at first sight. However, cross analyzing the reviewed articles and their results a 

revelation could be made, that actually on numerous occasions those fatigue indicators are 

changing in response to the same stimuli around the pilot.  

In total 23 studies described usage of subjective fatigue assessment methods and 36 studies 

described objective fatigue evaluation tools, mostly – PVT. Multiple studies were noticed to 

use both types of methods, PVT was a frequent addition to subjective methods, which are 
seldom used alone. The graphical representation of this statistics is in figure 6.  

An absolute majority for fatigue detection methods reflected an increase in fatigue parallel to 

increase of time into the flight. Fatigue was detected in pilots by 17 different methods, both 

subjectively and objectively: eye tracking, specifically measurements of PD and EO [38], 

PERCLOS and BF [43], EEG [39,40,41], HR, [35,36,38], EDA and RespR [38], PVT, more 

precisely by changes in RT [2,10,12,16,20,21,24], errors [20], lapses [16] and CFF [17],  

speech analysis [26,28], subjective sleepiness, KSS [1,2,3,5,6,9,10,12,13,14] and SSS 

[18,20], and fatigue, FSS [15,16] and SP [2,8,9,12,21,22]. A conclusion could be drawn, that 

changes in fatigue over time are one of the most easily and correctly recognized ones by 

assessment tools.  
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Figure 6: Frequency of usage of subjective&objective assessment tools in studies reviewed 

 

To some extent, an effect of time on duty might be considered similar to the effect of a SD, 

nevertheless, I did not unite those two effects under one term, as in my understanding SD 

implies a greater influence of an additional fatiguing and workload infusing factor -  an 

accumulating sleepiness. Especially when for experimental reasons in the reviewed studies 

SD of a duration of 24 to 40 hours was used, which could not be considered a normal and 

wildly spread phenomena during day-to-day flight duties in aviation, when many airlines 

nowadays do try to mitigate fatigue and sleepiness in pilots with FRMS and guidelines on sleep 

and napping. The SD effect was discovered to have influence on eye movements, as saccade 

amplitude, index of average saccade velocity and average fixation time [19], axillary 

temperature [18] and HRV [36]. The only subjective tool proved with actual results included to 

detect SD influence on sleepiness was SSS [18,19]. 

As for the workload, it was detected with a level of confidence by mostly objective methods: 

NASA [25], HR, BR and PR [36], PVT errors [8] and RMSE [30]. Again, SSS [20] being the 

only subjective tool outlining a correlation between sleepiness and workload in a sense of a 

more demanding work.  

Relief and operating crews were estimated to have not similar levels of fatigue pre- or during 

the flight by SP [9], KSS [1,9,12], voice analysis [27] and RT characteristics of PVT [8,25]. This 

difference in fatigue levels could be explained by workload effect if an assumption is made, 

that relief and operating crews are being under different levels of workload. 
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Prior TST, and often it’s quality, measured however by methods not included in this study as 

they do not focus on fatigue detection, was also a parameter correlated with accurate 

predictions in change of many, in total of 7, subjective scales and physiological performance 

and signals. Thus, by the lack of sufficient prior TST were negatively affected FSS [16], VAS 

[13] and SP fatigue [2,6,7,8,9,13,21,22],  GVS vigor [20], KSS [1,6,7,8,9] and ESS sleepiness 

[20] and only one objective assessment method – RT in PVT [8,9,16, 20, 22, 31]. 

Various features of a particular flight were discovered to have an impact on fatigue levels. 

Changes in fatigue influenced by the characteristics of the pilot’s schedule, both times by 

arrival/departure and flight timing, were only possible to detect with subjective methods of KSS 

[5,6,7,9] and SP [5,6,7,9,13].  

To some extent this and the above paragraph might be connected, as influence of a day/night 

or morning/evening duty period might mean the same as an effect of the flight schedule in a 

particular context. Differences in parameters, attributed to changes in fatigue, between early 

and late day time periods are assessed by skin resistance [40], KSS [5] and GVS [20] 

Pilots on inbound and outbound flights were often discovered to no have same levels of fatigue, 

as it was proven by experiments using EOG [40], PVT RT [2,13] and subjective SP [1,2,13]. 
However, there is no agreement in those results whether the most tiresome flights are 

outbound or inbound ones. As in the studies reviewed, the effect of the type of the flight is often 

considered together with its timing, thus detected changes in fatigue might be as well attributed 

to influence of parameters looked into in the text above. 

The direction of a flight, due to its connection to various disruptions of circadian rhythms with 

time being on duty and multiple time zones crosses over the flight, is an important attributing 

to overall fatigue factor, as stated after analyzing results of SP [9,21] and KSS [9,14].  

The type of a flight in a sense of being a short- or long range was revealed to have an impact 

on sleepiness measured by KSS [10] or ESS [15]. 

Only subjective scales as PS and KSS evaluated that the level of fatigue is indeed connected 

to pilot’s individuality and his own perception of high of low fatigue [8]. 

Some studies also cross-compared different methods for fatigue assessment and published 

results with correlations found between the tools used. SP and KSS methods, being ones of 

the most well-known and wildly used, were often used in addition to other subjective of 

objective fatigue evaluation methods, thus their ratings were numerous times compared to 

while proving the accuracy of achieved results. Sleepiness and fatigue were compared across 

a variety of their assessment tools, for the sake of statistical analysis only correlations 

discovered in the studies with presented results in values were reviewed. A correlation was 
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found between higher rating of SP fatigue and amount of PVT lapses [8] and SP and VAS 

fatigue [23], changes in overall fatigue were proven to be associated with changes in eye 

movements [40] and PERCLOS and BF [43]. 1 study revealed a correlation between 

sleepiness and fatigue [15]. As for sleepiness by KSS, it was correlated with changes in 

performance via PVT [8] and in axillary temperature [18], higher KSS levels were connected 

to lower temperatures. Overall higher sleepiness had a relationship with greater RT and lower 

vigor [20]. Additionally, growing speech derivation was correlated with longer RT and pore 

lapses via PVT. The histogram comparing an accuracy of both subjective and objective 

methods in regard to changes in fatigue under a particular stimulus is depicted in figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of subjective&objective methods' sensibility to individual parameters affecting fatigue 
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Conclusion 

The theoretical part of the thesis contained mostly in Chapters 2 and 3 had the main goal of 

performing a state-of-art review of existing and currently used in aviation methods for fatigue 

evaluation in pilots. The following practical part was dedicated to categorization and  

step-by-step analysis of chosen articles by means of meta-analysis, the chosen trustworthy 

results achieved in those studies were later subjected to statistical analysis in groups of studies 

and cross-study with an aim of outlining the efficacy of discussed methods in fatigue 

assessment. 

As it is seen in statistical analysis performed in Chapter 4, the majority of the reviewed methods 

for fatigue qualification, either used in a combination within one study or separately and then 

compared cross-study, tended to achieve similar results while evaluating states of low 

vigilance in response to the same stimuli, which proves their accuracy, as e 

The reason why both types for fatigue assessment methods are so often still used in a 

combination might lie in their ability to detect fatigue under different circumstances. Fatigue is 

a complex phenomenon that could be described by various cognitive states and, in real life 

conditions, always consists of a combination and interaction of those states: subjective feelings 

of fatigue and sleepiness, low vigor, prolonged reaction time and more lapses, exertion, lower 

EEG and temperature, slower HR, elevated workload index, smaller EO and PD, more often 

speech deviations… Due to this reason, it seems to be quite impractical to focus on just one 

type for fatigue assessment tools for pilots, as it could be seem from the statistical analysis 

that some types of fatigue measuring tools are more or less sensitive to certain stimulus.  

As it is obvious from histogram in figure 6, in terms of detecting change in pilots’ fatigue with 

increasing time on duty, both methods were equally accurate. Nevertheless, objective 

methods, being usually considered more precise and trickier to be fooled by one’s perceiving 

of drowsiness are also less sensitive to factors like schedule or type of position within the crew. 

Even if fatigue is only being perceived by the pilot as severe, not actually disrupting his bodily 

functions, it still negatively affects pilot’s mentality and might lead to  

long-term effects as stress, depression or burnout, subjective tools are values for FRMS 

creation. 

Taking into the consideration only validated results, an obvious successful wild-spread use of 

SP and KSS in numerous studies and already present FRMS can be noticed, bringing 

satisfactory results in subjective fatigue detection over the years. In multiple cases, however it 

is more beneficial to turn to objective methods that cannot be easily tricked by, sometimes 

inaccurate, psychological evaluation of the present mental or physiological state. Such 
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methods could be performance tests and, most importantly, physiological signals. The only 

drawback of physiological signals’ measurement being in present times a necessity for the pilot 

to be surrounded in sensors attached his body, that might affect ones’ mobility and comfort. 

Nevertheless, there are already present some systems of automatic detection of drowsiness 

that are contactless or require just minimal contact. 

Undoubtedly, the presented work has its flaws despite the best efforts. The work turned out to 

be not as extensive as it was intended, as it was mentioned in the  practical part, not all of the 

mentioned fatigue methods reviewed had been included into the statistical analysis due to the 

absence of clearly or at all presented results of in-experiments measurements or due to the 

small sample of studies that were collected on a particular group of tools. No conclusions could 

be drawn on the efficacy of such fatigue evaluation tools as Epworth Sleepiness Scale, Visual 

Analogue Scale, Rating of Perceived Exertion, Global Vigor Scale and NASA Task Load Index, 

the performance of statistical analysis of those methods was impossible due to either a small 

sample of articles collected or due to very few to no results of in-experiments tests 

measurements included.  

The review of a NASA Task Load Index method brought the biggest disappointment, because 
the method is quite a wildly used one, however, studies, that are dedicated to it, collected for 

the meta-analysis were very poor in terms of results presentation. A possible explanation for 

this could be an essence of a NASA Task Load Index itself, consisting of multiple sub-indexes 

that are too difficult to monitor and a change in them is presented more easily by some graph. 

Moreover, some amount of presented in the articles results could not be verified, as they are 

presented only in a form of a written statement or conclusion without actual values measured. 

Despite the obstacles that this thesis was facing, the work was conducted systematically and 

with a great regard to the detail. All of the included articles were given a description and were 

analyzed to some extent, the description of current-in-use methods was created, and 

conclusions were drawn based on a thorough cross-studies statistical analysis. The main 

contribution of this study could be considered a robust recherché of means for fatigue detection 

and monitoring in a modern-day aviation with meta-analysis included.  

Thus, the study, being one of few dedicated to qualification of methods for fatigue assessment 

particularly in pilots and with regards to division of methods into subjective and objective ones, 

could have a practical use for further studies created on the subject in terms of presenting 

organized information or as a guidance while making a choice of a fatigue measurement tool 

in an experiment. The overview of the problem of fatigue prevalence in pilots made it clear that 

not enough attention is focused on solving this safety-threatening issue, furthermore, the issue 

will become ever more pressing in years to come with aviation industry growing rapidly.  
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More studies should be dedicated to validation of results of existing fatigue assessment tools’ 

results and creation of FRMS, fatigue mitigation guidelines, more advanced tools, as some of 

the already existing systems of automatic detection of low vigilance states. Moreover, a greater 

emphasis should be put on wilder implementation and improvement of objective methods, 

since they are less susceptible to ones’ subjective judgment. 
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